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Renew Life products are available wherever natural health 
products are sold. To find a store near you, visit renewlife.ca!

Free of what you don’t want 
and full of what you do want!

20 grams of highly bioavailable protein

0 grams of prebioti  bre

Formulated with optimal digestion in mind

Tastes great and mixes well!



PB & C Energy BallsThese tasty high protein little balls of goodness 
contain no added sugar, lots of good fats and highIngredients2 cups of natural peanut butter 

Directions

the melon baller or your hands create small balls about 

Anti-Ox Shake

fresh and add a nice frostiness to 

Ingredients

Directions

Blend together all ingredients until

or you can substitute a ½ cup of 

Try FitSMART Vegan shakes 





www.progressivenutritional.com
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Richard  Calder

Lasered insignia and Signature 
Canadian diamond inside ring

World renowned diamond expert Richard Calder founded 
Charm Diamond Centres over 40 years ago.  Richard has spent 

for the Canadian Bride. From Richard’s extensive experience, 
he has brought this hand selected signature collection to life. 

It takes more than a name to produce an incredible diamond 
collection. Design integrity comes from years of understanding 
diamonds and gold, combining passion with design for  rings 
that will last a lifetime.  As a proud Canadian, Richard has 

retailers to introduce them to the world.  Now at the forefront 
of the industry, he is introducing the Charmed Designer Bridal 
Collection,  in which the centre diamonds are all hand-selected 
Canadian diamonds, a unique characteristic for a designer 
collection. Richard has also added an elegant signature touch 
for the Canadian Bride, a hidden Canadian diamond on the 
inside of the ring. Both diamonds are laser engraved and come 

Stunning gift packaging is 
included with every 

Charmed designer piece
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View the whole collection   charmdiamonds.com

Available Exclusively at all

The Charmed Designer Bridal Collection is made in Canada, giving 
you the ultimate Canadian Diamond bridal piece. All Canadian 
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Choose from 26 MS Bike events across Canada - 
your support is vital in advancing the world-leading 
MS research that is being produced by MS experts 
across the country, and will bring us that much 
closer to ending Canada’s disease.

Help make a difference in the lives of the 100,000 
Canadians affected by multiple sclerosis.

$5 OFF
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* Discount code applies to Ontario events only.
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FOR me, there’s nothing more fun 
or inspirational than attending the 
OptiMYz Live Health Expo in Toronto 

or Halifax, where our company is based. The 
latest show brought together a high-powered 
line-up including keynote Stephanie Joanne, a 
passionate fitness expert based in Toronto. Her 
key message was that it is up to the individual 
to commit to leading a healthy life. Surround 
yourself with people who support you—then 
go for it! Fitness is tough but fun, and your 
energy and quality of life will soar. 

Another highlight was the Healthy Body 
Model Search competition hosted by Fitness 
STAR International, based in Oakville, Ontario. 
The organization’s mandate is to support 
healthy, natural fitness models, mainly for the 
fitness fashion industries. As people progress 
on their fitness journey, some are inspired to 
compete. Fitness STAR gives them a platform 
to highlight their potential and feel good 
about themselves, supporting them on the 
road to becoming a professional model.

Fitness STAR founder James Eardt was 
there, along with owner and CEO Michael 
Ryan Thibodeau. “Working with James taught 
me to believe in the process, believe in your 
dreams and believe in yourself,” said Michael.

The real testament to the organiza-
tion was the quality of the competitors on 
stage—women and men who build their lives 
around health and fitness. They radiated not 
only good looks but the life energy that comes 
with a healthy lifestyle.

The expo is a blend of high-powered 
workouts; workshops on everything from yoga 
and meditation to CrossFit and Zumba; and 
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lots on cooking and nutrition. Panels discussed 
family health, conventional and alternative 
health care, and the mindset needed to set 
and achieve your personal goals.

This leads to this issue’s cover model, 
Sandra Tartaglia, whose running leg workout 
begins on page 20. Sandra is a Fitness STAR 
champion based in Hamilton, Ontario. “Fitness 
plays a huge factor in success in all areas of 
life,” she says. “How you do one thing is how 
you do everything!”

She should know. Thanks for the inspira-
tion, Sandra! Z

from the publisher

ON THE COVER: HAMILTON NATIVE AND FITNESS 
MODELING COMPETITIOR SANDA TARTAGLIA 
FLAUNTS HER ATHLETIC FORM.
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Variety
From Anusara to Vinyasa and every style in 
between, subscribers can take a wide vari-
ety of yoga classes taught by yoga teachers 
around the world.

Convenience
Small file sizes means students can quickly 
stream or download a yoga class and practice 
wherever they are, any time of the day.

Flexibility
Audible Yoga offers classes from 10 to 
120 minutes long so students can practice 
according to the time they have available.

HEALTH NUTRITION FITNESS LIFE MIND 

» LATEST RESULTS OF 

optimyz.com poll
If you take your phone to the 
gym, what is it mostly for?

 » Using a fitness app. . . . . . . .20%

 » Making phone calls . . . . . . . 11%

 » Browsing social media. . . . .22%

 » Listening to music . . . . . . . .47%

Current online poll
What drives you to succeed?

 » Honestly? Money.

 » The challenge. I thrive on the 

process of meeting a goal.

 » I’m competitive with others—and 

myself. I like to be the best at 

whatever I do.

 » I love to expand my horizons and 

learn new skills.

First look

VOTE NOW AT OPTIMYZ.COM

NOW HEAR THIS

Audible yoga 
NEEDING a way to fit yoga classes into 

their overscheduled lives, two yoga students 

decided to build something new. They launched 

Audible Yoga and began delivering audio yoga classes to 

subscribers eager to reap the benefits of a daily practice. Audible Yoga offers 

something unique: a way to connect teachers and students through the 

power of voice. Audible Yoga also gives everyone, including yoga teachers, a 

way to create a consistent home yoga practice with:

“To give anything less 
than your best, is to 
sacrifice the gift.”

STEVE PREFONTAINE, 
AMERICAN LONG-DISTANCE 
RUNNER AND RECORD 
HOLDER
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Classes are designed to relieve pain, boost 
energy, reduce stress, improve immunity, lose 
weight and more. The search feature allows 
students to find classes by level, yoga style, 
length of time and purpose. For example, a 
student with just 30 minutes to spare can 
quickly find a Hatha class with a focus on 
building core strength.

Audible Yoga answers a significant need in an 
overscheduled society where simply getting 
to a yoga class is often impossible. It also 
serves those in underserved communities 
where yoga classes are limited. Z  SOURCE: 

MAUREEN TROY, COFOUNDER AUDIBLE YOGA: 

AUDIBLEYOGA.COM

TAKING a vacation can lower your risk 
of heart disease. Got some vacation 

time built up? Forget whatever excuses 
you’ve been using for not taking it, and 
plan a mini holiday. Right now! Research 
shows that regular getaways may 
increase longevity by preventing heart 
disease. Z  SOURCE: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 

OF OBESITY

TIME OUT TO PROTECT YOUR HEART

PHOTOGRAPHY: ©ISTOCKPHOTO
.CO
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HOW TALL 
ARE YOU?

You’ll be about one centimetre shorter 
when you go to bed at night compared 
to when you wake up in the morning. 

Your cartilage in your spine slowly 
compresses throughout the day. 

SOURCE: VIRALNOVA.COM

THINK of what exercising with a part-
ner can do for a relationship, whether 

it’s with a spouse, a sibling or a friend you 
used to go to lunch with once a week. For 
long-term weight loss, you need to have 
social support.

Not only that, but exercise is always 
more fun when there’s someone to do it 

with. Plan to walk with your spouse after 
dinner every night, meet your sister or 
that friend for tennis or an aerobics class 
instead of lunch.

Besides, people who have exercise 
partners stay with their programs and 
reach their goals more often than those 
who try to go it alone. Z
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AH, the sweet potato. It’s abundant in carot-
enoids and also happens to be rich in vitamin 

C, folate, and calcium. While all varieties of sweet 
potatoes are abundant in carotenoids, orange-flesh 
sweet potatoes are moist and provide a richer carot-
enoid profile than yellow-flesh varieties.

Research shows a strong correlation between carotenoid intake and lower 
incidence of all types of cancer. Breast, colon, bone, uterus, prostate, brain—all 
of the tissues in these areas are less prone to developing malignant masses when 
carotenoid intake is consistently high, which makes the sweet potato an excellent 
stand-alone or side dish for supporting overall health. 

ORANGE AND SWEET

This nutrient lowers 
cancer risk

Sweet potato hummus
SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS:
 » 2 sweet potatoes
 » Juice of 1 lemon or lime
 » ¼ cup tahini
 » 2 cloves of garlic, roughly chopped 

or minced
 » Sea salt and pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS:
Bake sweet potatoes with their skins on 
at 425º F for approximately 1 hour. They 
are ready when you can stick a fork 
through their flesh without much resis-

tance. Let sweet potatoes cool, which 
allows their skins to easily slide off. Give 
the cooked sweet potato flesh a quick 
mash and transfer to a food processor. 
Add chopped or minced garlic, the juice 
of one lemon or lime, and tahini. Blend 
thoroughly, then add sea salt and pepper 
to taste. For heat, add a pinch or two of 
cayenne powder. Serve with your choice 
of vegetables, pita bread, or crackers. 
Sweet potato hummus also makes for a 
nice salad topper or a side dish to baked 
tilapia. Z  SOURCE: BEN KIM

THE AT-WORK WORKOUT
6 WAYS TO OPTIMIZE 
YOUR LUNCH BREAK
THE best way to fight off work-related 

weight is to squeeze in midday workouts. 
CEO and co-founder of health and wellness 
consumer brand, BackJoy, Bing Howenstein put 
together some tips for how any employee can 
get the most out of a lunch break workout:

1 Eat lunch an hour before the lunch 
break. Working out on a full stomach can 

prevent good form as well as damage the body 
with diseases such as appendicitis. 

2 Prepare workout clothes the night 
before. Bringing workout clothes to 

work can be a physical reminder for working 
out. Be more confident with a fresh change of 
clothes after your workout. 

3 Do sit-ups. BackJoy’s SitSmart is great 
for keeping good posture while sitting 

and doing sit-ups. This is easy to do no matter 
your office layout.

4 Bring the right shoes. Nothing is 
worse than working out in non-workout 

appropriate shoes. Soft-cushioned shoes will be 
lighter on the knees as well as help with good 
form while running. 

5 Be creative. Sometimes there are no 
perks such as a free gym membership. Find 

a flight of stairs to run up and down or do some 
push-ups and sit-ups in an empty, unused room.

6 Pack a nutritious post-workout 
snack. The only way to preserve the 

efforts of a workout is to feed the body correct-
ly. Post workout smoothies are a great way to 
replenish the body. Z  SOURCE: BACKJOY.COM

t-
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FIRST LOOK
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1 Ditch depression
Research suggests that 30 minutes of med-

itation improves depression symptoms. People 
who meditate may have more control over how 
their brains process and pay attention to nega-
tive sensations and negative thoughts.

2 Stress less
When you meditate, you’re able to 

override a part of the brain responsible for 
the fear mechanism which releases cortisol, 
the damaging stress hormone that’s respon-
sible for a whole grab bag of health issues.

3 Relieve headaches
Meditation may be an excellent line of 

defense against those horrible head-pounding 
episodes. Recent research finds that the prac-
tice leads to major relief of tension headaches.

4 Be nicer
Meditation may help you kill ‘em with 

kindness. In one study, the practice was 
linked with more empathy and laughter, 
being more social, and having a more team-
oriented mentality.

5 Boost memory
If your desktop is wallpapered with 

sticky note reminders and you often find your 
mind jumping from thought to thought, you 
may want to turn to meditation. It’s been 
shown to not only improve memory but to 
help cut back on distracting thoughts.

6 Get more out of your workout
Meditation allows you to rest your body 

and mind very deeply, removing stress from 
your physiology and priming you for excel-
lent sweat sessions.

7 Keep colds away
No need to buy that jumbo 12-pack of 

tissue boxes. Research links meditation with 
having fewer respiratory illnesses, quicker 
recovery times, and fewer sick days from work.

8 Build better relationships
Not only does it let you be more pres-

ent in relationships, but it also helps you 
approach tricky situations with a calm mind 
and body. In one study, people who medi-
tated and tried to problem-solve with their 
partner approached the issue with less hostil-
ity and a better mood.

9 Protect your heart
No burpees involved! In one study, 

patients with coronary heart disease who 
practiced meditation had a reduced risk of 
heart attack, stroke, and even death.

10 Catch more Z’s
In a world where we take our phones 

and tablets to bed, shut-eye has become a pre-
cious thing. Experts believe that meditating can 
help keep your mind in check throughout the 
day and reduce stress, leading to a better, more 
restful night’s sleep. Z  SOURCE: GREATIST.COM

Good news, 
coffee lovers!
CAFFEINATED drinks can be 

considered to be part of your 

daily fluid intake. You might feel the 

need to urinate a bit more, but this 

research and other work finds that 

you don’t run a risk of dehydration. 

Enjoy coffee, tea or soft drinks in 

moderation (300 milligrams or three 

cups a day) as these drinks can still 

cause insomnia and headaches in 

some, making water a better bet in 

terms of fluid choice.

Furthermore, to date there is no 

research-backed relationship between 

caffeine intake and cancer. As for heart 

disease, after drinking a caffeine rich 

beverage there is a slight, very tempo-

rary rise in your heart rate and blood 

pressure for those who are sensitive to 

caffeine. Large studies don’t link caf-

feine to higher cholesterol, irregular 

heartbeat or higher risk of cardiovas-

cular disease. 

As for bone health, at very high 

doses (744 milligrams per day) caffeine 

could up calcium and magnesium loss 

in the urine, but recent work suggests 

that this does not up your risk of bone 

loss, especially if you make sure you 

get enough calcium. There’s also no 

link found between low levels (one cup 

per day) of caffeine and trouble get-

ting pregnant, miscarriage, birth 

defects, premature birth and low birth 

rate. Z  SOURCE: BEVERAGEDAILY.COM

10 
reasons 

to try 
meditation 

this year
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40% SMALLER PILL

*

 

Features proven ingredients to support 
cognitive health and brain function and 
provides Omega-3 fatty acids EPA and 
DHA in a smaller pill, enteric coated to 
control fishy burps
 

High-potency blend-
PURIFIED 5X
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FIRST LOOK

Short history of a long race
TODAY, marathon races take place everywhere from the North Pole to 

the Great Wall of China. In Canada alone, there are now more than 
100 marathons each year.

An estimated 1,500 marathons held in 
North America, compared to 600 in 
2000. Z  SOURCE: RUNNERSWORLD.COM

490 B.C
Greek solider Pheidippides runs from 
Marathon to Athens to bring news of the 
Greek victory at the Battle of Marathon.

1896
First Olympic Marathon held in Athens, 
Greece. Winner Spyridon Louis of Greece 
covers the 40-kilometre course in 2:58:50.

1897
First Boston Marathon. Winner John 
McDermott runs 40-kilometre course 
in 2:55:10.

1908
Distance for Olympic Marathon set at 26 
miles, 385 yards to allow royal family to 
watch start from Windsor Castle. Distance 
standardized for all marathons in 1921.1926

Violet Percy records first 
official women’s finish time 
in 3:40:22 in London.

1967
Katherine Switzer 
becomes first woman to 
run Boston Marathon with 
an official number.

1971American Elizabeth Bonner 
runs first women’s sub three 
hour marathon in 2:55:22.

1984
Joan Benoit wins first women’s 
Olympic marathon in 2:24:52.

1994
Oprah Winfrey runs Marine Corps Marathon 
in 4:29:20 and subsequently helps launch 
running boom across North America.

2005Women become 40% 
of marathon finishers 
in North America 
(compared to 10% 
in 1980.)

2015

I did it my way: The 4 
phases of sexual response
THE sexual response cycle refers to the 

sequence of physical and emotional 
changes that occur as a person becomes 
sexually aroused and participates in sexually 
stimulating activities, including intercourse 
and masturbation. Knowing how your body 
responds during each phase of the cycle can 
enhance your relationship and help you pin-
point the cause of any sexual problems.

The sexual response cycle has four 
phases: excitement, plateau, orgasm,  

and resolution. Both men and women 
experience these phases, although the timing 
usually is different. For example, it is unlikely 
that both partners will reach orgasm at the 
same time. In addition, the intensity of the 
response and the time spent in each phase 
varies from person to person. Understanding 
these differences may help partners better 
understand one another’s bodies and 
responses, and enhance the sexual 
experience. Z  SOURCE: WEB MDPH
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drinks is just as important as eating vegetables 
because what we eat defines how healthy 
you are. Even if you are eating a lot of veg-
etables, your body is still likely to be inflamed 
if you are eating refined and processed 
foods. Processed foods can put your kids at 
risk for any genetic predisposition they may 
have towards various diseases, so make sure 
you stock your house with healthy real food 
options instead of foods that come in pack-
ages, wrappers or tin cans.

You have to be a good role model because 
kids will look to you for what is normal 
behaviour. Keep that in mind the next time 
you are at the grocery store and deliberating 
on what to buy. 

When it comes down to it, you’ll never go 
wrong if you are doing the right things. Your 
body will benefit and your children’s health 
will too. Z

Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrative medicine 

physician with her own practice in San Jose, CA. 

Check out her website at makinghealthyez.com.

There are a few areas of concern about 
your children’s health that I think parents 
need to constantly address until their kids 
adopt the habit into their own routine. These 
include: 

1. Eating vegetables at most or all meals 
2. Making exercise a priority 
3. Making sleep a priority 
4. Avoiding processed drinks and foods 

Many of my patients will give up on get-
ting their kids to eat vegetables after they 
refuse veggies once or twice. In my experi-
ence, if kids are given a variety of options 
and different preparation styles, then they 
will then start to accept the vegetables. They 
may not love the vegetables, but they start to 
accept the fact that they must eat them. 

I recommend keeping different veg-
etables in various dishes. However, if you feel 
like you’ve tried everything you can—and 
repetitively—but find that your children still 
refuse vegetables in a natural format, you 
may want to puree them into your sauces 
(like spaghetti sauce) so that they can get 

I wish my kids would eat healthier. How can I help them do 
that? What should I focus on?

Change your child’s diet, 
change your child’s mood 
BY DR. JULIE T. CHEN

the nutrients of the vegetables without hav-
ing to taste the texture. 

Next, you need to encourage movement 
and exercise as a daily habit, as well as mak-
ing sleep a priority for your kids. As a family, 
encouraging outdoor or indoor activities that 
keep their bodies moving is a good thing. If 
they grow up feeling that being active is a 
natural thing, they are more likely to stay 
active as adults. Going for hikes and bike rides 
on the weekends and going indoor skating or 
working out with your kids are good ways for 
them to see how much fun exercise can be. 

The saying “seeing is believing” is true for 
most healthy habits. If you want your kids to 
make sleep a priority, you need to do so as 
well. Many of my patients will set a “lights 
out” time in the house for every one so that 
their children can see how important sleep 
is. Many issues such as ADHD, mood fluctua-
tions and stress can be tempered by a good 
rest. Sleep helps the body’s ability to manage 
stress hormones, as well as to balance and 
repair neurotransmitters. 

Finally, avoiding processed foods and 

In my experience, if kids are given a variety of 
options and different preparation styles, then 
they will then start to accept the vegetables.
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CHILDREN are malleable beings. Sometimes that means we have a 
handful on our hands, but sometimes that works in our favour. In 
the case of trying to help your kids adopt healthy lifestyle habits, 

this malleability can work in our favor. 

DR. JULIE
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INJURY CLINIC

Lessons from  
the sanctuary

LIKE any hands-on technique from sculpture to surgery, massage 
therapy is a blend of science and art. A skilled therapist encounters 
many specialized conditions including injuries of all types, pregnancy 

and even deep psychological issues. It helps too if the therapist is an athlete 
with that extra slice of insight about the human body. Because massage 
therapists see so many clients with so many issues they build their own 
informal database of health trends.

Paulette Weal started as a figure 
skater and skating coach, graduating from 
the Canadian College of Massage and 
Hydrotherapy in 2005. “Studying anatomy 
and pathology has helped me get in tune 
with client issues,” she said. “It also allowed 
me to tune into my own intuition more 
deeply. At the same time my faith increased 

as I appreciated even more just how com-
plex the body is: My faith and science came 
together like the Big Bang!”

One trend she has noticed is how little 
it takes for people to get injured these days. 
Even a small motor vehicle accident like a 
fender bender can cause long-term 
issues such as limited mobility and 

Massage therapists see 

a wide range of health 

conditions. To fully 

recover and to prevent 

injury, clients needs to 

take responsibility for 

their own health.

BY DAVID HOLT

SPONSORED BY



Why is it some people seem to enjoy an endless amount of energy? Maybe it’s how they 
start their day. With Weetabix, you can enjoy knowing your day starts with a wholesome 
source of feel good energy. Try it tomorrow and see for yourself how great your day can feel.

Jennifer Facts
Serving size 1 bowl (2 Weetabix biscuits)

% Daily Energy

Pack Leader

Fire Hydrants

Squirrels

Healthy Eating

100%

50%

5%

110%

/WeetabixNA

67% of daily whole grain needs*   Only 2g of sugar*    Non-GMO
* per serving
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Dreams come true

Paulette Weal has a gym at 
home used by both her and her 
daughters. Growing up, they 
both excelled at gymnastics. Her 
daughter Missy Jollimore walked 
at eight months and started on 
the trampoline at 11 months. 
Today her favourite form of exer-
cise is Highland Dancing. 

Older daughter Alexa Jollimore 
uses the gym at the university 
and also does pole fitness. She 
performed with Cirque du Soleil, 
a goal since she watched the 
performing troupe when she was 
only four. “After she competed at 
provincial and national champion-
ship in gymnastics, I encouraged 
her to try out for the Cirque and 
she was accepted from a huge 
pool of candidates,” says Paulette. 
“She was in Saltimbanco for three 
years and travelled the world. Her 
dream came true.“

chronic pain. Today’s sedentary lifestyles and 
desk jobs mean many people are in such poor 
shape that major trauma can result from a 
minor collision, she says.

“We are not meant to sit all day—it is 
a matter of ‘use it or lose it,’” says Paulette. 
”Our bodies were designed to move forwards 
and backwards, up and down—to twist , lift 
and carry. “Today many people sit leaning 
forward for hours at their office jobs.” They 
have short hamstrings, upper back issues, 
hunched shoulders and forward head car-
riage. They are also more prone to headaches, 
which she calls an epidemic. 

“Do you want to get better?” she asks 
her clients. “If people participate in their own 
treatment they can recover faster.”

She recommends they take responsibility 
for their own health, becoming more active 
by walking and perhaps getting a standing 
desk. She shows them remedial exercises like 
stretching to open the chest area and how to 
breathe properly.

“Many people don’t know how to 
breathe,” she says. Their “apical breath-
ing” uses the muscles of the upper chest to 
pull up the ribcage, instead of using their 
diaphragm to push it up from below. This 
tightens the chest muscles and results in 
shallow breathing. It is an inefficient way to 
take in oxygen and also tends to trigger the 
sympathetic nervous system that is associ-
ated with stress, with negative consequences 
such as high blood pressure. 

Some people get the message, learn their 
lessons and change their lifestyles for the bet-
ter, she says. ”Other people seem as if they do 
not want to get better.” They continue in their 
old ways, need more massage treatments and 
remain susceptible to future problems. 

On a macro level, many studies have 
shown that people with poor posture who get 
little exercise are less productive in the work-
place, she says. They have less energy and are 
more prone to be absent from work.

Weal also has advanced training in treat-
ing jaw problems, including TMJ dysfunction. 
Stress is a key factor in many people with 
jaw issues, she says. Teeth grinding and jaw 
clenching are common examples of how psy-
chological stress shows up in the body. 

Psychological issues sometimes reveal 
themselves on the massage table. “People hold 
trauma in their bodies,” she says. “Sometimes 
in the middle of a massage someone will start 
to weep. They may say, ‘Now I know why my 
back is sore.’ They will get better when they 
figure out what the underlying issue is. The 
massage room is a safe place—a sanctuary for 
the client to peel off layers.”

Paulette is also trained in pregnancy mas-
sage. “You have to be aware that there are 

three people in the room,” she says.
She maintains a healthy lifestyle. Her 

profession is physical in itself. She does not 
sit much on the job or at home, where she 
walks the dogs and does renovations. In win-
ter she is often on skates. There is a gym at 
home, used by her two daughters who grew 
up doing gymnastics. Not surprising that 
sometimes Paulette says she “loves to just lie 
on the couch.”

She also eats no grains or processed foods. 
(“I don’t use a can opener unless to open the 
odd can of chickpeas,” she says.) She also gets 
an occasional IV immune boost from Tara 
LaPointe, ND. Z

Note: Paulette Weal is co-owner of Natural Path 

Wellness Centre in Dartmouth, NS.

Today’s sedentary lifestyles and desk 
jobs mean many people are in such poor 
shape that major trauma can result from 

a minor collision.

Many studies have shown 
that people with poor pos-
ture who get little exercise 
are less productive in the 
workplace.

INJURY CLINIC

lessons from the sanctuary
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PAULETTE WEAL WITH DAUGHTER 
ALEXA, OF CIRQUE DU SOLEIL.



RELEASE YOUR INNER STRENGTH™

TODAY’S FRESH, SUSTAINABLE CATCH–

WILD
ALASKAN
SALMON

WILD ALASKAN FULL SPECTRUMTM 

OMEGA SOFT GELS

SISU Full Spectrum™ Omega is carefully manufactured 

from wild salmon sustainably caught in the pristine, cold 

waters of Alaska. Just like fresh salmon, each soft gel 

provides 17 whole fatty acids in their natural ratios for 

increased bioavailability. Full Spectrum™ Omega contains 

high-potency omega 3, as well as natural vitamin D and 

astaxanthin, a potent antioxidant and carotenoid. A 

proprietary purification process ensures the absence 

of environmental toxins, while still maintaining optimal 

potency and integrity of the oil. Full Spectrum™ Omega 

is made with non-GMO ingredients and all stages of the 

salmon oil production are IFFO*-certified.

*International Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organization, global standard for 
responsible supply and production

FROM SISU

@sisuvitamins

www.sisu.com
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Shape 
those 
limbs

Get strong, defined legs and 

rock those skinny jeans.

BY SANDRA TARTAGLIA 
TRAINER: ATIF KHEDRI

PHOTOGRAPHRY BY DAVE ROBINET

MAKEUP AND HAIR BY ANGIE BARBIERO,  

FATE HAIR SALON

TAN BY ORGANICTAN

LEG day is my absolute favorite! Esthetically, I believe a woman 
with strong, defined legs rocks skinny jeans and heels like no 
other. Not to mention, when it comes to doing anything active 

outside of the gym—hiking, skiing/snowboarding, intramural sports 
etc. she will stand out because she will be faster and stronger! 

The purpose of this workout is to 
develop stronger lower extremities for 
better running. The goal is to challenge 
the neuromuscular part of your brain to 
stay focused while exercising due to the 
load of weight and requirement of balance 
and stability.

This workout has all the fundamentals 
to work on both short and long twitch 
muscle fibers. This will give you the ability 
to increase performance in sports that 
require short sprints such as soccer and 
long distance running. 

Biography
On a mission to find her own self-worth 
and confidence and not settle for medi-
ocrity, Sandra Tartaglia decided to dive 
into her love for health and fitness and 
transform her body. One month into 
this transformation she was approached 
by a friend to compete in a Fitness Star 
International show that was two months 
away. Knowing she had all the tools to get 

on stage, she decided to go for it and took 
home three first places in Bikini, Audience 
Choice, and Glamour. Today she has a goal 
to inspire other women and help them 
walk through life feeling strong, healthy, 
beautiful, and confident and to become 
the best version of themselves. She does 
this through sharing her incredible nutri-
tional program and providing a vehicle for 
financial freedom. 

Sandra coaches people of all shapes and 
sizes on achieving their ideal bodies. You can 
reach her via email at sandra.isafreedom@
gmail.com or follow her on instagram  
@sandramichelletartaglia.

Biography of Atif Khedri
Tartaglia’s trainer Atif is a former sprinter, 
pro soccer player and fitness model. He now 
owns AK Fitness in Toronto to help develop 
young athletes through physical, mental 
and emotional programming strategies. He 
also helps clientele with rehab and weight 
loss. His motto is “make it happen.” 

SANDRA TARTAGLIA is a Fitness STAR champion. Fitness STAR International is a 
Canadian organization with four global divisions including Fitness STAR Model 

Search, Fitness STAR Network, Fitness STAR magazine, and the Fitness STAR Agency.
Fitness STAR hosts Model Search events across the country and in interna-

tional markets, acting as a platform for talent scouts, agencies, and corporations 
to scout marketable fitness model talent. To learn more about Fitness STAR, go to 
FitnessSTARNetwork.com, a global fitness social network.
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cover: runner’s legs
WORKOUT 1

Training Schedule 
This workout is recommended to be used 1–3 times  

a week.

 » Beginners: Once a week

 » Intermediate: 2 times, Monday and Thursday

 » Elite: 3 times, Monday, Wednesday and Saturday

 Fitness model workout program 

I train 5–6 days a week. I like to switch up my workouts 

constantly and tend to tailor my workouts dependent 

on how my muscles feel. The schedule below is a gen-

eral overview of what I follow.

 Workout Schedule 

 » Day 1: Legs (Quads and glutes) 

 » Day 2: Shoulders, triceps, abdominals—20 minute 

HIIT

 » Day 3: Full body blast - high paced full body workout 

using only body weight or lighter weights 

 » Day 4: Back, biceps, abdominals—20 minute HIIT

 » Day 5: Legs (glutes, hamstrings, calves) 

 » Day 6: Chest and abdominals—20 minute HIIT

Single leg TRX lunges
Focus: Glutes, quads, hamstrings, core

2-4 SETS | 12-15 REPS | 1 MIN REST BETWEEN SETS

A Stand upright with one leg attached to TRX.

B Lunge low, come up to upright position.

Deadlift and jump
Focus: Glutes, hamstrings, calves

2-4 SETS | 10-15 REPS | 1 MIN REST BETWEEN SETS

A Start with straight back, knees bent.

B–C Lift weight off the ground and jump once body in upright position.

A

A B

B

C
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Single leg deadlift
Focus: Glutes, hamstrings, core

2-4 SETS | 12-15 REPS | 1 MIN REST BETWEEN SETS

A Stand on one leg.

B Lower upper body till back and opposite leg is 
parallel. Come up slowly to upright position.

Reverse lunge with step up
Focus: Glutes, quads, hamstrings, calves, core 

2-4 SETS | 10 REPS A SIDE | 1 MIN REST BETWEEN SETS

A Position one leg on box.

B–D Lunge as low and slowly transition into step up.

A

C

A B

D

B





TAKE A BREAK
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Sled push
Focus: Quads, glutes, calves

3-6 SETS | 30 SEC | 30 SEC REST BETWEEN SETS

A–B Lock arms, chest up, back straight, core 
engaged, drive the knees towards the chest.

Squat and reverse lunge
Focus: Glutes, quads, hamstrings, calves, core

2-4 SETS | 10-12 | 1 MIN REST BETWEEN SETS

A Place bar behind the back, squat to comfort position.

B–D Come up and lunge backward. Repeat the cycle with alternating 
legs during lunges.

cover: runner’s legs
WORKOUT 1

“Fitness is a lifestyle and a routine, like 
brushing your teeth; something to be 
scheduled into your day—no matter what. 
What you feed your body is also key. I 
worked out for years but until I fed my 
body what it needed I was not able to 
attain my current fitness level.”

A

A B C

D

B
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 Meal 1: Pre-workout 

 » 1 scoop of Isa Pro 

 » 1 serving of Ionix Supreme

 » 1 serving of Want More Energy

 » 1 serving of Isagenix Greens

 » E+ energy shot or 2 natural 
accelerator capsules 

 Meal 2: Post workout 

 » Isalean Pro shake

 » 1 serving Isagenix Greens

 » 1 serving of Maca Royale for women 

 » Ageless Essentials with product B 
vitamins (AM pack)

 Meal 3 

 » 1 medium apple

 » 12 almonds

 Meal 4 

 » 4 ounces chicken breast

 » 1 cup of veggies 

 » ½ medium sweet potato

 » ¼ avocado 

 Meal 5 

 » Medium pear

 » 8 walnut halves

 Meal 6 

 » 3 ounces tuna 

 » 1 cup of spinach

 » ½ cup of tomatoes and cucumbers

 » 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 » 1 tsp balsamic vinegar 

 » Ageless essentials with product B 
vitamins (PM pack)

 Meal 7 

 » Organic brown rice cake

 » 1 Tablespoon of nut butter

 » 1 cup of strawberries

 » 1 serving of Cleanse For Life 

Daily Diet
My diet is very straight forward. I swear by Isagenix products on a daily basis. Using Isagenix I know I am fueling my body with 

everything I need to ensure I get the most out of my workouts and a speedy recovery. 

Resistance band sprints
Focus: Quads, hamstrings, calves, core

3-6 SETS | 30 SEC | 30 SEC REST BETWEEN SETS

Band around waist, body in running position 
and take off against the resistance. Z

“Try out new programs 
and switch up routines 
often. This keeps things 
exciting and you will not 
plateau. Once you find 
a routine, give it your 
all! Fitness plays a huge 
factor in success in all 
areas of life. How you do 
one thing is how you do 
everything!”
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The pioneer
Kathrine Switzer changed women’s running forever by 

completing the Boston Marathon in 1967. Today she is still 

running and promoting the sport.

BY CHRISTINE BLANCHETTE

KATHRINE SWITZER did more than just become the first woman 
to finish the Boston Marathon back in 1967. In the process she 
dragged the male power brokers who controlled the event kicking 

and screaming into the 20th century. And she showed women around the 
world what they were capable of. Not bad for a then 27-year-old visionary 
who has been speaking up for women ever since.

After entering her initials K.V. to officially 
register for Boston, the women’s running 
movement would be forever changed. Despite 
Race Director Jock Semple’s attempt to physi-
cally remove her from the course, she crossed 
the finish line in the 26.2 mile race, shattering 
the gender barrier in the process. Later, she 
would help establish the inaugural women’s 
marathon at the 1984 LA Olympics.

Fast forward to today, there are more 
women participating in what is now a global 
running movement. In a phone interview from 
Switzer’s home in Wellington, New Zealand, the 
energetic 68-year-old legend talked about the 
changes in competitive running since she started 
and shared some tips for running long term.

Who are the new women runners today? 
I asked. “Fortunately right now there is a new 
generation of 40- to 60-year-olds who dis-
covered running at a later age,” said Switzer. 
“This group has no sense of running history. 
They are fresh faced, with no baggage of ‘Am 
I too fat, not fast enough’? They run for the 
joy of running and a feeling of empower-

ment—a sense of self pride.”
In her view, you are never too old to start 

running. “I know of a Vancouver runner who 
started running after age 60 to lose weight. 
She inspired me to run when I was 62. The new 

runners today have an older body but young 
legs. Not like me, I have over 50 years of run-
ning,” She laughed. Switzer continues to run 
and is training for the 2017 Boston Marathon.

She’s run 39 marathons and won the 1974 
New York City Marathon. In 1975, her two-
hour and 51-minute marathon in Boston was 
ranked sixth in the world and third in the USA 
in women’s marathon. 

The women’s running movement has also 
changed fashion-wise. In the 1960’s and 70’s 
women’s running clothes weren’t feminine. 

She changed the face of her sport by motivat-
ing women to start running and become  

contributors. Some have become role models 
in countries such as Kenya and Ethiopia.

TRAIL BLAZER

Switzer continues to run 
and is training for the 2017 
Boston Marathon.
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STICK TO YOUR WORKOUT PLAN

“You had to look like a man,” Switzer said. 
Today’s clothing is styling but comfortable. 
Switzer’s ‘Fearless 261’ clothing line is for 
every level of runner.

She changed the face of her sport by 
motivating women to start running and 
become contributors. Some have become 
role models in countries such as Kenya and 
Ethiopia where women are treated like third 
class citizens. The women there tend to have 
many children. With limited access to water, 
they carry huge plastic water jugs on their 
heads, and live with minimal sanitation. 

In her 2007 book Marathon Woman, 
Switzer noted that women themselves could be 
the hardest to win over in the battle for accep-
tance of women’s sports. Sometimes a car 
would come too close, driving her off the road, 
only for her to see a woman at the wheel. Z

Christine Blanchette ran the Boston Marathon in 

2005 and won a half marathon in South Korea in 

2000. She writes regularly for newspapers Quebec 

and BC. She is host and creator of, Run with it, a 

Shaw TV show on running fitness and health. 
AT THE GOODLIFE FITNESS TORONTO MARATHON: KATHRINE SWITZER (LEFT) WITH MARATHON LEGEND 
BILL RODGERS (CENTRE).

After entering her initials K.V. to officially register for Boston, the women’s running 
movement would be forever changed. Despite Race Director Jock Semple’s attempt to 
physically remove her from the course, Switzer crossed the finish line in the 26.2 mile race, 
shattering the gender barrier in the process.



N8ked Calorie Plus is ideal for individuals struggling to maintain 
body weight, as well as those wishing to increase lean body 
mass. N8ked Calorie Plus Shake has been formulated to provide 
high density, premium quality ingredients without fillers, high 
impact sweeteners, or trending ingredients.                            

N8ked Calorie Plus Shake is designed specifically to assist 
families in need of caloric requirements. Examples include: 
parents looking to support their children with additional calorie 
intake, seniors struggling to maintain body weight, individuals 
who require optimal nutrition for medical recovery, and athletes 
looking to improve performance through increased muscle mass 
and body weight.

Calorie Plus Shake
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*Provides temporary relief of fatigue. Call 1.800.477.4462 or visit GNC.ca for the store nearest you. ©2015 General Nutrition Corporation.

Energize Your Day
With One Convenient PACK

Premium GNC Vitapak® Program combines 
nutrients specially designed to support 
a woman’s overall health with high-
quality ingredients to relieve fatigue,*  

promote endurance and enhance motor 
performance and cognitive function

Customized Support 
For Active Lifestyles 
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2015 Canadian

event calendar
Let OptiMYz introduce you to some of the best events 

across the country for any athlete.

Mercedes-Benz Oakville 10K presented by  
New Balance
April 26th (Oakville, Ontario)
mercedesoakville10k.com

Run or walk through the beautiful streets of downtown Oakville and 
along the lakeshore. Fun for the whole family—10K, 5K, Junior Jog, Toddler 
Trot, mascot race and a chance to drive away in the grand prize 2015 
Mercedes-Benz.

Spartan Race
May–September (multiple locations across Canada) 
spartanrace.ca

Spartan Race is a series of obstacle races ranging in distance from 5 km 
all the way to 42 km! We also offer Junior races for children ages 4 to 13. 
We are passionate about bringing together a community of both everyday 
people and elite athletes; empowering them in mind and body through fit-
ness! Spartan proves that together we can overcome every obstacle both on 
the course and in life.

Mud Hero
May–August (multiple locations across Canada) 
mudhero.com

6KM, 16+Obstacles, 10,000 watt after-party—Mud Hero obstacles races have 
hills, mud, water and plenty of challenging terrain. Whether you’re a health 
nut, couch potato, athlete, computer nerd or princess, it’s time to crank up 
the adrenaline and push yourself and your friends through this dirtilicious, 
mud-flooded challenge.

Scotiabank Blue Nose Marathon 2015
May 15th–17th (Halifax, Nova Scotia)
bluenosemarathon.com

The Scotiabank Blue Nose Marathon 2015 takes place over Victoria Day 
weekend and includes 5K, 10K, Half, Full and Team Relay marathons, as well 
as the Doctors Nova Scotia Youth Run. In addition to running and walking 
events, Blue Nose includes an Active Living Expo and Scotiabank 
Charity Challenge.
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Pfaff Porsche Hero Ride presented by RBC
May 30th–31st (King City, Ontario)
heroride.com

A premium cycling experience featuring two incredible days of fully sup-
ported riding, starting and finishing at the Kingsbridge Center, King City. 
The ride will feature epic escarpment climbs and picturesque villages all 
supported by Porsche pace cars. Enjoy first class accommodations at The 
Westin in Blue Mountain Village with cocktails, cuisine and entertainment.

Muck MS Canada
June–October (multiple locations across Canada) 
muckms.ca

The mud run to end multiple sclerosis: 5 km and 15 obstacles. You and your 
friends will love getting mucked up, especially for a good cause. #muckms 

Prison Break Race
June–August (multiple location across Canada) 
prisonbreakrace.ca

What makes Prison Break an event not to be missed is its original race 
theme as well as being the only obstacle race with the element of pursuit. 
Prison Breakers are each given a belt with 3 flags to take on the 5K course. 
Along the way, you will need to overcome 25 obstacles and avoid the prison 
guards chasing you for your 3 flags. 

2015 CANADIAN EVENT CALENDAR

MS Bike
June–September (multiple locations across Canada) 
msbike.ca

Join the largest cycling series in North America. Choose from 26 MS Bike 
events across Canada. Your support is vital in advancing the world-leading 
MS research that is being produced by MS experts across the country, and 
will bring us that much closer to ending Canada’s disease.

Sole Sister’s Women’s Race MIT
June 6th (Dartmouth, Nova Scotia)
solesistersrace.com

The Sole Sisters Women’s Race will celebrate the strength of female runners 
and the lifelong friendships developed on and off the running roads. We 
know that moms have a special bond and Mom’s in Training (MIT) recruits 
moms who are passionate about fighting blood cancers and saving lives. MIT 
gets you ready to run or walk this 5K in eight weeks while you help raise 
funds to fight cancer. 

The Sears Great Canadian Run
August–October (multiple location across Canada) 
therun.ca

The Run takes teams of participants on a life changing journey to help 
put an end to childhood cancer. Choose to run the whole thing yourself, 
or build a team to share the work and experience with others. 
Distance between exchange points ranges from 3 to 12 km.



              YOU CAN RUN A RACE...

      BUT ARE YOU SMART    

     ENOUGH TO CHASE?2015 Sched
ule

Jun 6th Calgary

Jun 27th Vancouve
r

Jul 18th Ottawa

Aug 15th 
Edmonton

Aug 22nd 
Toronto

Register at: 
GoodLifeFitnessCityChase.ca

#EndKidsCancer

Help Bring them Home  
REGISTER TODAY!

CALGARY AUGUST 22

100KM TEAM RELAY

OTTAWA OCTOBER 3TORONTO SEPTEMBER 12
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Stay for the fun.

COME FOR 
THE RUN. 
BlueNoseMarathon.com · #BlueNose2015

YOU’LL ALWAYS REMEMBER
YOUR FIRST MUCK.

5 km. 15 obstacles. The mud run to end MS.  
Register online at muckms.ca.  #muckms

ESTRIE, QC 
AUGUST 8

QUEBEC CITY, QC 
 AUGUST 29

HAMILTON, ON 
SEPTEMBER 26

CHILLIWACK, BC 
OCTOBER 3

Muck MS Canada is not affiliated with MuckFest MS or Event 360.
We encourage safe and responsible mucking.

2015 CANADIAN EVENT CALENDAR

Maritime Race Weekend
September 11th–12th (Eastern Passage, Nova Scotia)
maritimeraceweekend.com

Offering three distances along a coastline route (Classic 10K, Half Marathon 
and Marathon), this race is everything Maritimes, from ocean scenery to 
pirates, local bands and of course East Coast comfort food and beer! It is 
sure to excite everyone, especially with pirate booty (cash prizes) at the 
finish line.

Canada Army Run
September 20th (Ottawa, Ontario)
armyrun.ca

Presented by BMO Bank of Montreal, the Canada Army Run is one of the 
fastest growing runs in Canada. Military in flavour, it provides a unique 
opportunity for the Canadian Armed Forces and Canadians to come 
together, while fundraising in support of two charitable organizations, 
Soldier On and Military Families Fund.

BMO PEI Marathon
October 16th–18th (Prince Edward Island National Park, 
Prince Edward Island)
peimarathon.ca

Coastal vistas and rolling hills through an agricultural landscape lead 
marathoners to the finish line in Charlottetown in one of Canada’s most 
scenic Boston qualifying races. With 10 categories to choose from, there’s 
something for everyone at the PEI Marathon. Z



www.peimarathon.ca


Why is it some people seem to enjoy an endless amount of energy? Maybe it’s how they 
start their day. With Weetabix, you can enjoy knowing your day starts with a wholesome 
source of feel good energy. Try it tomorrow and see for yourself how great your day can feel.

67% of daily whole grain needs*    High Fibre   Only 2g of sugar*
* per serving

Rob Facts
Serving size 1 bowl (2 Weetabix biscuits)

% Daily Energy

Early Alarms

Kittens & Trees

Healthy Eating

Calendar Jokes

85%

50%

95%

20%

/WeetabixNA
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nutrition
MAKES 2 LARGE ENTRÉE SALADS | PREP 20 MINS

CILANTRO CREAM DRESSING

INGREDIENTS (MAKES 1 CUP)
 » 1 cup raw cashews (soaked for 3 hours)
 » ¼ cup unsweetened almond milk
 » ¼ cup fresh cilantro
 » 1 lime, zest and juice
 » ½ tsp apple cider vinegar
 » ½ tsp onion powder
 » ½ tsp garlic powder
 » ¼ tsp sea salt
 » ¼ tsp ground pepper

TO PREPARE
In a vitamix or high-powered blender combine 
all the ingredients until smooth and creamy. 
Refrigerate until ready to use. NOTE: dressing 
keeps for 5 days in the fridge. 

TACO SALAD

INGREDIENTS
 » 8 cups romaine lettuce, chopped
 » ½ cup red onion, finely chopped
 » 2 cups red cabbage, shredded
 » ½ cup frozen organic corn, thawed and 

drained
 » ½ black beans (from a can), rinsed and 

drained
 » 1 cup cherry tomatoes, quartered
 » 1 avocado, peeled and diced

Optional garnishes:
 » Organic corn chips
 » Salsa

TO PREPARE
Wash and chop your romaine into bite sized 
pieces and toss in a mixing bowl with the red 
onion and ½ cup of dressing. Put your dressed 
lettuce into your serving dish and add the red 
cabbage, tomatoes, and avocado on top. 

Combine the corn and black beans 
together (optional) and add to the top of the 
salad. Drizzle with more cilantro cream dress-
ing, if desired. 

Serve with corn chips and salsa on the 
side or crumble the chips onto the salad and 
dollop with salsa.

Nutritional value (per serving): Calories: 231; 
Fat 9 g; Carbohydrates 33 g; Protein 9 g

The Big Taco 
Salad with 
cilantro cream 
dressing
BY LAUREN TOYOTA & JOHN DIEMER,  

HOT FOR FOOD BLOG
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NUTRITION: HEALTHFUL GOURMET

recipe

Kale Caesar salad with garlic 
croutons and tempeh bacon
BY LAUREN TOYOTA & JOHN DIEMER, HOT FOR FOOD BLOG
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MAKES 4 ENTRÉE SALADS | PREP 25 MINS | TOTAL 1 HR

CAESAR DRESSING 

INGREDIENTS (MAKES 2 CUPS)
 » 1 bulb of garlic 
 » 1 Tbsp olive oil
 » Pinch of sea salt
 » ¾ cup raw cashews (soaked for 3 hours)
 » ¾ cup water
 » 1 pitted medjool date
 » 1 lemon, juice and zest
 » 3½ Tbsp nutritional yeast
 » 1 Tbsp apple cider vinegar
 » ½ tsp dijon mustard
 » 1 tsp sea salt
 » 1 tsp ground pepper

TO PREPARE
Pre-heat the oven to 400º F. To prepare the bulb of garlic for roasting, 
peel the outer layers of the garlic bulb leaving a thin layer still intact. 

Cut the top of the bulb off approximately ¼ inch from the top so 
the cloves are visible. Coat the top of the bulb with 1 Tbsp of olive oil 
and a pinch of sea salt and then bake at 400º F for 35 mins or until 
the cloves are brown and soft to touch.

Remove the roasted cloves of garlic from the bulb and place in a 
vitamix or high-powered blender.

Drain the soaked cashews and rinse with more water until it runs 
clear. Place the cashews and the remaining ingredients in the blender 
and mix on high until smooth. 

Refrigerate the dressing for at least 1 hour before serving on your 
salad. In the meantime prepare the croutons and tempeh bacon.

GARLIC CROUTON 

INGREDIENTS
 » 3 cup cubed bread (of your choice)
 » ¼ cup olive oil
 » 1 Tbsp garlic powder
 » 1 tsp onion powder
 » ½ tsp sea salt
 » ½ tsp ground pepper
 » 2 Tbsp go veggie! vegan parmesan (optional)

TO PREPARE
Preheat oven to 350º F. 

In a mixing bowl whisk together olive oil, garlic powder, onion 
powder, sea salt, and pepper. Toss the cubed bread in the mixture until 
well coated. If you’re adding the vegan parmesan add that to the bowl 
and toss the bread to coat evenly. 

Then lay out the bread pieces onto a baking sheet and bake for 
approx. 10–15 minutes, turning over once in the middle of baking, 
until golden brown.

Depending on the bread you use the bake time will vary so keep 
an eye on them. Gluten free bread takes longer, approx. 20 mins. and 
gluten free bread is always a bit gummy so don’t expect them to be 
crispy crunchy croutons.

TEMPEH BACON 

INGREDIENTS
 » 1 pkg of organic tempeh (approx. 250 g)
 » ½ cup tamari (can sub soy sauce or bragg’s aminos)
 » ½ cup water
 » 1/3 cup liquid smoke
 » 1/3 cup maple syrup
 » 1 Tbsp smoked paprika
 » 1–2 Tbsp coconut oil (for frying)

TO PREPARE
Thinly slice the tempeh into strips, approximately 1/8–¼ “ thick.

Whisk together tamari, water, liquid smoke, maple syrup, and 
smoked paprika in a shallow dish that you can use to marinate the 
tempeh in. 

Lay the slices of tempeh in the dish and pour in half the sauce. 
Marinate in the fridge for at least 1 hour.

To cook, heat a non-stick pan to medium and add 1 tbsp of 
coconut oil. Once the pan is hot add slices of tempeh without over 
crowding the pan. You might need to cook in two batches. Once the 
first side starts to brown start de-glazing the pan with a bit of left 
over marinade to prevent the slices from sticking and to get them 
really caramelized and browned. 

Flip the slices and do the same thing on the other side. You may 
need to add another tablespoon of coconut oil at this point. Cook time 
is approx. 15–20 minutes. Remove from the heat to cool while you 
assemble the caesar salad.

SALAD 

INGREDIENTS
 » 8–9 cups kale, finely chopped
 » 1 tsp lemon juice
 » Pinch of sea salt
 » 1 cup caesar dressing, as per above recipe
 » Ground pepper, to taste

TO PREPARE
Wash kale and remove the leaves from the ribs/stems. Discard the 
stems. Finely chop the leaves into ribbons or shreds and place in a 
large mixing bowl.

Put lemon juice and sea salt on the kale and massage it into the 
leaves lightly with your hands for 2–3 minutes until you notice it 
becoming darker in colour and slightly wilting. 

Add caesar dressing and toss to coat evenly. Portion out the 
dressed kale to your serving dishes and top each salad with tempeh 
bacon, garlic croutons, ground pepper, and a drizzle more dressing if 
desired. Serve immediately. 

Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 740; Fat 40 g;  
Carbohydrates 72 g; Protein 30 g Z
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NUTRITION: MY FOOD

MY FOOD

Back to the land
By improving soil quality, urban gardeners can gain more control over  

the nutrient content in their food.

BY AMANDA LESLIE 

In recent years, the interest in urban 
gardening has grown considerably. Melrose 
is particularly impressed by the number of 
young people who are starting to get involved. 
“The more understanding we have about our 
food, the better,” she says.

Yet, it’s probably safe to say that most of 
us don’t take the time to think about what 
we eat and where it comes from. Nutrient 
density is a perfect example. How many of us 
know how the food we eat today compares to 
the food eaten by our grandparents? Several 
scientific studies suggest that the nutrient 
concentration has actually decreased over the 
past 50 to 100 years. In other words, the fruits 
and vegetables that we buy from the grocery 
store have less nutrition than they had a gen-
eration or two ago.

That’s not to say that these fruits and 
vegetables aren’t still beneficial, but Melrose 
believes we can gain more control over the 

nutrient content in our food by growing some 
of it ourselves. “We will always need our rural 
farmers,” she explains. “But in our little urban 
gardens we can also grow a few things and 
focus on optimal nutrition.” 

One of the main benefits of growing 
your own food is the control you have over 
the quality of the soil. Soil quality and nutri-
ent density are inextricably linked. When the 
latter decreases, the soil is usually the root of 
the problem.

“If you get the soil right, all the other 
pieces will fall into place,” says Peter LaPierre. 
A graduate of Dalhousie University, LaPierre 
is the owner of an edible landscaping com-
pany called Home Harvest. He’s been an avid 
gardener for the past 40 years, with a keen 
interest in plants, insects, and soil science. 
“Soil is dynamic,” he says. “It’s an ecosystem of 
various physical, chemical, and biological pro-
cesses that are intimately connected.” 

One of the main benefits of growing your 
own food is the control you have over the 

quality of the soil. Soil quality and nutrient 
density are inextricably linked. When the 

latter decreases, the soil is usually the root 
of the problem.

JAYME MELROSE credits her interest in gardening to an unlikely 
source. “It was my grumpy, hippy hermit stepfather,” she says with a 
smile. “He was passionate about knowing where your food is coming 

from.” Today, Melrose oversees Common Roots, an urban farm located in the 
heart of Halifax, NS. It’s a community project, where anyone is welcome to 
wander and work. 

Back to school

Launched in June of 2012 
on the site of the old Queen 
Elizabeth High School in down-
town Halifax, Common Roots 
has expanded considerably in the 
past few years, increasing their 
number of plots from 42 to 109 
in 2013. In addition to the com-
munity garden, Common Roots 
includes a market garden and 
edible landscaping. Members of 
the community are encouraged to 
meet here to learn about growing 
and eating healthy food.

“It’s one of the only places in the 
city where you can make physi-
cal change happen by addressing 
issues such as sustainability, liv-
ability, and social inclusion,” 
says Jayme Melrose, the project 
coordinator at Common Roots. 
Anyone who is interested in learn-
ing more about the garden can 
visit between 3 and 6 p.m. for an 
introduction to the urban farm.
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STRETCH

recipe

SERVES 2 | PREP 10 MINS

The main components of soil are miner-
als, organic material, water, and air. According 
to LaPierre, the organic material is the most 
important factor. He refers to it as the engine 
of the soil. “It brings soil alive by producing 
energy and nutrients that will become avail-
able to the plant.”

He believes that soil quality must be built, 
first by feeding it the necessary ingredients 
and later by maintaining its quality over 
time. You develop a diverse biotic community 
in the soil by “top dressing” each year with 
new organic material, such as compost, aged 
manure and bio-charcoal, which is essential to 
vigorous plant growth. 

Once the microbial processes have begun, 
it can take three years before the ecosystem 
really gets into balance. Home Harvest special-
izes in producing soil that has already reached 
this threshold. The company starts by setting up 
an on-site visit for a customer to determine the 
best place to locate a garden. Afterward, they 
use their nutrient rich soil to build the garden, 

later following through with clients on its 
development over the course of a year. 

As for some additional advice on improving 
soil quality, Melrose recommends adding rock 
dust and kelp meal, which is available at local 
retailers including Halifax Seed, Valley Feed, 
and Organic Earth Market. (Check your own 
neighbourhood retailers or these products.)

“Think of it as buying multivitamins and 
feeding them to the soil,” she says, noting that 
anyone can contact the department of agricul-
ture for a $25 soil test to monitor the progress 
of their garden. Melrose arranges for a test 
each spring and fall at Common Roots. 

Garlic and leafy greens are easy plants for 
beginners to try growing. LaPierre suggests 
planting the garlic in the fall instead of the 
spring. “Cover it in mulch and the garlic will 
be the first thing up in the spring,” he says. 
“It’s always ready to harvest by August.” 

While the health benefits of growing your 
own food are undeniable, there is another com-
ponent of gardening that might encourage you 
to try getting your hands dirty. “Human nature 
is very deeply connected to the soil,” LaPierre 
explains. “Just looking at a garden can lower 
our heart rate and ease our minds.” Z

Urban farm salad
BY JAYME MELROSE

SALAD

INGREDIENTS
 » 1 fresh bunch of kale 
 » 5 sprigs parsley, rinsed and chopped
 » 1 stem oregano, leaves taken off the 

stem
 » 3 stems mint, leaves taken off the 

stem and chopped
 » 1 stem thyme, leaves taken off stem
 » 9 nasturtiums,
 » 3 johnny-jump-ups
 » 20 borage flowers 

TO PREPARE
Rinse one bunch of fresh kale. Chop in 
bite-sized pieces. Drizzle with flax oils and 
sprinkle with sea salt. Massage all together 
until all the kale turns bright green. Let sit 
for 20 minutes (at least). 

DRESSING
Jayme’s favorite dressing, adapted from 
the Hollyhock Salad Dressing from The 
Hollyhock Cookbook by Moreka Jolar and 
Linda Solomon.

DRESSING: INGREDIENTS
 » 1/3 cup flax oil
 » 1/3 cup lemon and/or apple cider 

vinegar
 » 1/3 cup tamari (soy sauce)
 » 2 Tbsp mustard powder
 » 2 cloves garlic
 » 1/3 cup nutritional yeast 

TO PREPARE
Mix in the blender until homogenous. 

Nutritional value (per serving):  
Calories 100; Fat 1.3 g; Protein 5 g; 
Carbohydrates 18 g
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Garlic and leafy greens are 
easy plants for beginners 
to try growing.



To find a retailer near you, visit 

Travel tip…
Taking TRAVELERS’ PROBIOTIC before, during and after traveling abroad will protect you from intestinal 
upset and travelers’ diarrhea.

The 12 beneficial probiotic strains in TRAVELERS’ PROBIOTIC crowd out harmful microorganisms that can 
cause travelers’ diarrhea, neutralize their toxins, and populate your intestines with healthy intestinal flora.

Best of all, thanks to the protection of our advanced PH5D enteric coating, you can be assured that our 
21 billion probiotic cells will safely escape your harsh stomach acids and be delivered alive and active directly 
to your intestines for 100% optimal results!

Bon voyage!



AcidophilusUltra — Fortifies immune and intestinal health.

IBSUrgency — Relieves irritable bowel syndrome symptoms such as bloating, diarrhea, 
and constipation.

ProbioticsUrgency — Essential after taking antibiotics. 50 billion live cells for fast 
results. Take at the very first sign of cold or flu.

ProbioticIntensity — Advanced formula of 18 total strains with 10 human, 1 plant, 
and 7 dairy strains plus colostrum for maximum beneficial effects.

Prevention & Cure® since 1985



Visit chfa.ca to learn more.  

Join the millions of Canadians who use natural health products (NHPs).

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) promotes a Canada in 

which everyone benefits from safe and effective NHPs.

Safe & effective NHPs – look for the NPN.

Visit chfa.ca to learn more.  
NPN#
87654321

We benefit.

www.chfa.ca
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ON THE SHELF

Protein—food of life 
Lean muscle protein and amino acid supplements are everywhere.  

Here are some basics to consider before deciding if they are right for you. 

BY MICHELLE W. BOOK

NUTRITION: ON THE SHELF

WHEN you walk into a gym today, you’ll hear an orchestra of 
grunts and the buzz of cardio machines. But more and more, 
there is the click and clatter of shaker cups, as gym-goers shake 

their way to a more toned physique by using protein powders and amino 
acid supplements. 

Whether part of a paleo or vegan life-
style, or simply a quest for “clean” protein 
sources, protein supplements are everywhere. 
But for all the choice, there are still many 
questions that are raised: What exactly is 
protein? How much do you need? What 
benefits can it provide? What sources are 
available? Is it worth it? And what are the 
risks associated with its use?

Let’s start at the top of the list.

What exactly is protein?
In the body, proteins get work done. They are 
the powerhouses of pretty much every func-

tion in our cells. They transport carbs and fats 
to be burned for energy, make-up anti-bodies 
for the immune system and make muscles 
contract. They are made up of individual 
building blocks called amino acids, which act 
like a versatile LEGO set. There are only 21 
naturally occurring amino acids in humans, 
but each plays a special role in constructing 
the proteins in our bodies.

How much protein do I need?
On average, sedentary (inactive) people need 
0.8 grams of protein per kilogram (0.8 g/kg) 
of body weight each day. This translates to 

about 45 grams of protein for a sedentary 
120 pound female. This isn’t difficult to meet 
through a diet rich in meat, fish, and legumes; 
all excellent protein sources.

However, it is well documented that ath-
letes and people who exercise regularly have 
higher protein needs; sometimes more than 
twice the recommended average. If you’re a 
gym-junkie and looking for that extra edge 
to build some lean muscle, a scoop of high-
quality protein powder might do the trick. 

What are the benefits of protein?
It is becoming clear that including more 
protein in our diet offers important benefits, 
including helping build lean muscle, which 
increases our metabolic rate and burns more 
calories. Dietary protein also contributes 
to feeling fuller for longer, which can help 
achieve weight goals. In addition, there is 
plenty of evidence that consuming 
extra protein after a tough work-
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NUTRITION: ON THE SHELF

protein—food of life
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range in pricing depending on protein origin 
(such as whey vs. hemp) and flavour. But 
compared to typical food sources, supple-
ments can provide a dense dose of protein 
in a small caloric hit. It’s not unusual for 
protein powders to deliver 90% protein 
compared to a chicken breast, which is 
about 30% protein. If you’re having trouble 
meeting your protein needs through your 
diet, consider adding a concentrated protein 
supplement to your regimen.

What are the risks associated with 
the use of protein supplements?
When coupled with a balanced diet and regu-
lar exercise, the risks associated with moderate 
increases in protein intake are small. But if 
taken to the extreme, one should be cautious. 
High protein intake can prompt the body to 
make excess ammonia. The long-term health 
impact of elevated ammonia is currently 
unknown. Protein supplements shouldn’t 
take the place of other nutrient-dense foods, 

including healthy carbohydrate sources such 
as fruits and vegetables.

When it comes to protein powders and 
amino acid supplements, use reason and com-
mon sense. Achieving the body composition 
you’re looking for and toning up your “beach 
bod” has to include a balanced diet, with 
healthy protein sources throughout the day 
and a well-planned exercise routine.

Just adding a protein or amino acid sup-
plement won’t automatically help you drop 
belly fat or tone up. But when used conscious-
ly, protein powder and amino acid 
supplements can be beneficial in helping your 
body through the workout and recovery pro-
cess. Speak to your health care practitioner 
about which is right for you and your goals. Z

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) is 

Canada’s largest trade association dedicated to 

natural health and organic products. Michelle W. 

Book is a Holistic Nutritionist and CHFA Director 

of Communications.

out can accelerate muscle cell repair. Going 
beyond muscles, there is even evidence to 
show that consuming extra protein helps our 
bodies fight off illness more efficiently. This is 
because our immune system relies on antibod-
ies, which are made up of proteins. 

What are the sources of protein?
Excellent dietary sources of protein include 
meat, fish, and legumes like chick-peas, lentils 
and beans.

With modern advances in producing 
protein powders and amino acid isolate 
supplements, Canadians now have a multitude 
of options when looking for products that fit 
their lifestyle needs and budgets. 

One area of scientific innovation is in 
the field of amino acids, the building blocks 
of protein. Products that deliver isolated and 
concentrated amino acids include L-glutamine, 
L-arginine and leucine, a branched chain 
amino acid (BCAA). Each has specific functions. 
For example, L-glutamine is best for bolster-
ing gut health and L-arginine is thought to 
help produce nitric oxide for blood flow. But if 
you’re looking to ramp up muscle repair, look 
no further than leucine.

Leucine is one of the “essential” amino 
acids that our body cannot produce, so we 
must get it from our diet or through supple-
mentation. When repairing muscle after a 
work-out, there is a bottleneck at the step 
requiring leucine. This single amino acid is 
responsible for opening the gates for muscle 
protein synthesis after a workout. 

So if you’re looking to build lean muscle 
and tone up, consider adding a BCAA supple-
ment with leucine to ramp up muscle repair. 
These are concentrated, low-calorie options 
that you should consider in conjunction with 
a protein powder to speed up recovery after 
a workout.

If you are still daunted by the choice of 
products out there, and what your needs are, 
speak with someone at your local health food 
store about the amino acid balance, and let 
your personal preference in taste, experience, 
texture and protein needs be your guide. 

Are proteins worth it?
When breaking down the costs, protein sup-
plements are actually a pretty cost-effective 
protein source. Of course, there is a wide 

Protein sources
Keep in mind that many protein supplements will provide about 80-90 
grams of protein per 100 grams. When compared with foods, it’s a concen-
trated and cost-effective source of dietary protein. 

PROTEIN CONTENT OF VARIOUS FOODS 

FOOD (100 G) GRAMS OF PROTEIN (PER 100 G)

Chicken Breast (boneless, skinless) 31

Lean Ground Beef 26

Egg 10

Greek Yogurt (0% fat) 10

Lentils and Chickpeas 9

Kidney beans 5

Hummus 5

Milk (skim) 3.5

SOURCE: USDA NUTRIENT DATABASE. NDB.NAL.USDA.GOV
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 Protein 

FitSMART Vegan Shake has 20 grams of 

highly bioavailable protein as well as 10 grams of 

prebiotic fibre. Formulated with optimal digestion 

in mind, it both tastes great and mixes well.  

renewlife.ca

Solo GI Energy Bars are low 

on the Glycemic Index and made from 

natural, non-GMO ingredients. Each bar 

has 10 to 13 grams of protein and no 

additives or artificial flavours.  

soloenergybar.ca

Optimum Nutrition’s Gold 
Standard 100% Whey is an all-

whey powder with Whey Protein Isolates as 

the main ingredient and over 20 flavours 

to choose from. Each serving provides 24 

grams of protein and 5.5 grams of naturally 

occurring BCAAs.  

optimumnutrition.com

Vega Sport Performance Protein 

is a multi-source, 100% plant-based protein 

featuring BCAAs and glutamine. It improves 

strength, builds and repairs muscles and 

reduces recovery time. It’s free from dairy, 

gluten, soy as well as artificial flavours, 

colours or sweeteners.  

vegasport.com

GNC Pro Performance Whey Iso’s 

powerful formula feeds muscles with 40 grams 

of protein per serving and is developed using a 

Cross Flow Microfiltered (CFM) process. It’s low in 

carbohydrates, fat and lactose, and mixes easily 

for a pre-workout, post-workout or anytime high-

protein snack.  

gnc.ca

Muscle Plus Labs’ IsoPLUS is Ultra and 

Micro Filtered for greater absorption into muscle 

tissue to speed up muscle building. It supports 

muscle repair and recovery and the immune 

system. With low fat and no trans fats, it helps to 

reduce body fat and control appetite.  

musclepluslabs.com

N8ked Calorie Plus Shake is the 

first non-GMO all-natural food supplement 

shake designed for the entire family. N8ked 

Calorie Plus Shake is clean, and free of 

lactose, gluten, peanut, grain or corn. Your 

entire family will love the taste.  

n8kedbrands.com

Sun Warrior Protein is gluten-free, 

alkaline, non-GMO, soy and dairy free and provides 

an array of essential amino acids. Sun Warrior 

uses plant based energy in their raw state for 

their proteins.  

sunwarrior.ca

4 Ever Fit’s BCAA Blast supports 

mitochondrial production and buffers acidity 

with natural vegan, non-GMO ingredients. It 

promotes muscle growth and speeds exercise 

with its rapid release formula. It improves fat-

burning while being sugar free.  

4everfit.ca

Pure Protein Dark Chocolate 
Coconut Bars are available in a value pack 

and offer a great tasting way to help fuel your 

inner athlete. A gluten-free, on-the-go snack 

that fits with your active and healthy lifestyle.  

facebook.com/pureproteincanada
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Get moving
Showing that the entire digestion 

process is working smoothly, regular 

bowel movements are the foundation 

of health. Here’s how to keep your 

system in shape.

BY CAROLINE FARQUHAR

NO one wants to talk about or admit to it, but according to the 
Canadian Association of Gastroenterology approximately one mil-
lion Canadians a year suffer from constipation. Regularity of bowel 

movements is individual: One person may experience three a day while 
another may experience one every three days. At least that’s the view of 
conventional medicine.

Natural health practitioners believe that 
the bowel is the foundation of good health 
and having two or three bowel movements 
daily is essential in keeping not only the 
bowel healthy, but also the whole body. 
Essentially, if your bowel movements occur 
less frequently than your food intake, you are 
suffering from constipation. 

Bowel movements are essential to a 
healthy body. Unless we cleanse the system of 

toxins daily, they enter the bloodstream and 
harm the body. Constipation slows down food 
transit time which can lead to putrefaction of 
the material in the digestive tract.

This “autointoxication” can lead to many 
health problems that you normally wouldn’t 
associate with constipation, including arthritis, 
bad breath, body odour, brain fog, depression, 
headaches and even obesity. This is why regu-
lar elimination is so important!

Lifestyle factors such as poor diet, 
medications and a lack of exercise are 
major contributors to constipation. Making 
changes to your diet and routine can help, 
but certain individuals may need help in the 
form of a herbal supplement. It is important 
to avoid harsh, purgative laxatives for 
ongoing use as they can be habit forming 
over time. Cascara sagrada and senna leaf, 
while natural, fall into this category. The use 
of magnesium is an excellent alternative; it 
hydrates the colon in addition to providing 
the body with a mineral that many of us are 
deficient in. 

Set the goal to have one bowel movement 
for every meal that you eat and, at the very 
least, one bowel movement per day. If you’ve 
tried everything with little to no relief, a con-

Other steps you can take 
to address constipation 
include:

Drinking plenty of water to keep 
the bowel well hydrated. This is 
especially important if you suffer 
from dry, hard bowel movements 
(“rabbit pellets”).

Changing your diet to include 
more fruits and vegetables that are 
rich in both water and fibre. 

Enhancing your digestion through 
the use of digestive enzymes 
with meals and a daily probiotic 
supplement. 

Exercising to trigger peristalsis, the 
wave-like motions that move food 
through the digestive tract.

DIGESTION

Constipation slows down 
food transit time which 
can lead to putrefaction 
of the material in the 
digestive tract.

sultation with a Naturopath or Holistic 
Nutritionist would be advised. Z

Caroline Farquhar, RHN, BA, EMP is a natural 

digestive care specialist who also specializes in 

detoxification and internal cleansing. Caroline 

educates audiences through seminars, TV and 

radio appearances across the country on the 

topic of how to achieve better health naturally.



SoLo Bar’s lower glycemic response delivers energy that sustains 
while leaving you feeling satisfied longer.

Look for us in the pharmacy or sports nutrition section at a store nearest you.
Visit our website for a full list of retail locations.

S L B ’ l l i d li th t t i

Amazing Taste.
High in Protein & Fibre.
Gluten Free.

A leader in low glycemic nutrition  |  www.SOLOENERGYBAR.ca
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TAKE A BREAKTATAKKKTATTAKE AE AEEE A BRBRREAEAKEAKK

The stability ball is a great way to improve 

core strength and coordination. Now 

the versatile Halo® Trainer adds a new 

dimension to traditional exercises.

BY LAUREEN DUBEAU
PHOTOGRAPHY © MERRITHEW CORPORATION

THE Stability Ball™ has long been a staple in gyms 
and fitness facilities everywhere, but you can use 
it in a whole new way when you pair it with the 

versatile Halo® Trainer. The Halo Trainer offers dynamic 
and challenging ways to perform core-integrated body-
weight training and can be used on its own or with any 
standard 65 cm Stability Ball. 

One of the best features of the Halo Trainer is that it not only 
ramps up standard moves, but it can also be used in a therapeutic or 
post-rehab setting to regress exercises, making them safer and more 
accessible for special populations.

Laureen Dubeau is a Master Instructor Trainer with MERRITHEW™, based at 

their Toronto Corporate Training Centre. MERRITHEW provides responsible 

exercise modalities and innovative equipment and fitness brands including 

& Performance Training™. For more information, visit merrithew.com or call 

1-800-910-0001.

Crouch to plank
Focus: Shoulders and arms, abdominals, quads, hip flexors

SETS 2 | REPS 5

A Holding short handles, shins on top of ball, pelvis and spine neutral.

B Inhale to prepare; exhale to flex the spine and pull the knees up 
toward the shoulders, rolling the ball in; inhale to lengthen out to plank.

 EXPERT TIP  PROGRESS WITH THE EXERCISE BY LIFTING THE HIPS TO A PIKE POSITION.

1

Halo®
 

 
Trainer

6WAYS to 
FITNESSwith the

B
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Swan
Focus: Shoulders and arms, spinal extensors, hip extensors, 
abdominals

SETS 2 | REPS 5

A Start: Holding short handles, shins on top of ball, pelvis and spine 
neutral.

B Inhale to extend legs, rolling ball away; extend spine, supporting with 
abdominals, exhale to press with the arms and roll the ball back, flexing 
the shoulders; inhale to return to swan.

 EXPERT TIP  ALLOW THE UPPER TORSO TO TIP FORWARD AS THE LEGS LIFT 
HIGHER ON THE ROLL BACK.

WORKOUT 2

six ways to fitness with the halo® trainer

2

A

B
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Sex is natural.
Your lubricant 
should be, too.

TM

Sinclair SELECT® 
USDA Certifi ed Organic 
Lubricant & Moisturizer
Sex should be exciting, sensual and 
fun. Sinclair Select’s® USDA Certifi ed 
Organic Lubricant & Moisturizer is 
the natural choice to add to a couple’s 
healthy, active love life. The long 
lasting, silky smooth formula mimics 
the body’s lubrication for 
the most naturally feeling, 
sensual experience.

Organic, vegan, chemical 
and paraben free, Sinclair 
Select® is your premium 
choice for healthy pleasure 
and healthy play. Find 
Sinclair Select® Organic 
Lubricant where you 
already shop for your 
personal care. Call 
888-736-2247 for a 
free sample, or visit 
sinclairselect.com.

Available at Participating

Plank to flexion
Focus: Shoulders, arms, abdominals

SETS 2 | REPS 10

A Start: Plank position, holding short handles, 
pelvis and spine neutral.

B Inhale to prepare; exhale to flex the spine 
and pull one knee in toward chest; inhale to 
lengthen back out to plank.

 EXPERT TIP  TURN HALO TO STANDARD V POSITION TO 
INCREASE THE CHALLENGE.

WORKOUT 2

six ways to fitness with the halo® trainer

3
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PLAN A TRIP

All Natural Sexual Enhancement

Increases Libido
 Natural Sensual Orgasms
 Balances Sexual Emotions
 Eases Stress
 Boosts Sex Hormones

 Healthy Erectile Function
 Increases Libido
 Peaks Sexual Performance
 Improves Stamina and Longevity
 Boosts Testosterone

For

Her
For

Him

herbamax.ca

Proudly Canadian

AVAILABLE IN PARTICIPATING PHARMACIES AND HEALTH FOOD STORES ACROSS CANADA            TOLL FREE: 888.885.8580

Approved by Health Canada. Made with the best quality 100% Herbal ingredients at our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility.

Swimming prep
Focus: Upper-back, shoulders, hip extensors (glutes and hamstrings)

SETS 2 | REPS 10

A Start: Prone on top of the ball, pelvis and spine neutral, hands on the mat, legs long with toes 
tucked under.

B Inhale to prepare; exhale and reach one arm and one leg parallel with the floor, keeping the 
spine neutral; inhale to return.

 EXPERT TIP  PROGRESS WITH THIS EXERCISE TO REACH BOTH ARMS, BOTH LEGS, OR ALL FOUR LIMBS OFF THE 
FLOOR, BALANCING ON THE BALL.

4

www.herbamax.ca
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Seated knee lift
Focus: Balance, core, hip flexors

SETS 2 | REPS 5

A Start: Seated on top of ball, feet flat on floor, arms reaching out to sides.

B Inhale to prepare; exhale to lift one leg; inhale to return.

 EXPERT TIP  MAKE THE EXERCISE EASIER BY HOLDING THE HANDLES, OR PLACING THE 

HALO TRAINER IN THE HANDLES DOWN POSITION. Z

Rocking plank
Focus: Core, shoulders, deep spinal 
rotators

SETS 2 | REPS 5

A Start: Plank position, holding long han-
dles, legs long and together.

B Inhale to prepare, exhale to rock Halo to 
one side, rotating torso but keeping pelvis 
level; inhale to return.

 EXPERT TIP  FOR MORE CORE STABILIZATION, KEEP 
THE SHOULDERS SQUARE TO THE FLOOR AND FLEX 
ONE ELBOW AS THE HALO TIPS TO THE SIDE.

WORKOUT 2

six ways to fitness with the halo® trainer

5

6



RAW
ELEMENTS INC.

T H E  P O W E R  O F  N A T U R E

RAW Plant Nutrition is Powerful.  It is based on the ideals that 
we should nourish ourselves with foods provided by Nature in its 
ORIGINAL UNCOOKED state. By improving our food choices we 
contribute to our bodies own LIFE-FORCE. Everyone wants to 
improve their health and we believe RAW foods should make 
up part of your diet.  As we raise awareness we decrease the 
environmental impact on ourselves and our planet. 

RAW FOOD
SPECIALISTS

Canada’s #1 Raw Food and Supplements distributor.  
Call or email to fi nd store locations near you. 

1-866-848-2565
rawelements.ca

Eat between the lines.

Kasia Sitarz
UFE Pro Fitness/
Bikini Competitor 



Introducing the new 2015 GLA.
The brand new compact SUV from Mercedes-Benz. 

If urban adventures are what you seek, let us point you in a 
totally new direction: the GLA. Discover more at newgla.ca

The new 2015 GLA. Starting at $37,200*.

*See O’Regan’s Mercedes-Benz for details.

oregans.mercedes-benz.ca

http://www.oregans.mercedes-benz.ca/
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LEARN A RECIPE

atlantic canada

Crowning  
a Fitness 
STAR

FITNESS STAR Model Search Halifax winner Deanna Cardinal 
was crowned at the OptiMYz Live Health Expo. Deanna will fly to 
Toronto with paid travel and accommodations including profes-

sional model development photography and a modelling contract thanks 
to Fitness STAR Agency. She will represent East Coast Canada at the 
Fitness STAR Model Search World Championships in Toronto this fall.
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BIKINI MODEL DEANNA CARDINAL 
STRIKING A POSE IN HER ATHLETIC 
GEAR ROUND.

INSET: (LEFT TO RIGHT) MICHAEL 
RYAN CEO OF FITNESS STAR 
INTERNATIONAL, SHANNON JUNOR, 
DEANNA CARDINAL, SARAH THOMAS, 
MINDY BLACKSTIEN, CO-FOUNDER OF 
BODYPROUD.
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I wouldn’t be able to 
juggle motherhood 
and exercise without 
the Canada Games 
Centre being so 
flexible about it.

902 490 2400 | canadagamescentre.ca |

You make it happen.

Watch Kelly’s full story and 
other inspiring videos at 
canadagamescentre.ca

ATLANTIC CANADA

optimyz live

Take control of your life
WHEN Stephanie Joanne was a teenager she “just wanted to work 

out,” she told the audience at OptiMYz Live. “My dad told me to live 
my passion, so I never got an MBA.” Today she is an elite trainer based in 
Toronto, appears on City TV, and reps companies in the health and wellness 
field. Besides the gym, her workouts include boxing, yoga, spinning, tennis, 
hiking and MMA class.

“People ask me the million dollar ques-
tions,” she said. “How did I use weight? What 
tricks do I use? What am I taking? Infomercials 
promise guaranteed results. Everyone wants 
quick weight loss. But I believe in my heart 
there is a massive disconnect.” she says.

There’s a ton of experts but there is not 
one specific way to lose weight, she said. You 
have to own your own health and fitness. Pick 
an expert who works for you, but take respon-
sibility. “You have to be the MVP of your own 
life, put in the work and to find the right 
coach and teammates. Some people will be 

spectators in the stands who want you to lose. 
Focus on your supports and show up on bad 
days as well as on good days.”

There are three steps to fitness: 
 1  Make the decision crystal clear that you 

want to be a star and win. 
 2  Plan your desired outcome and strat-

egize on how to get there. Learn everything 
you can about how the body works. List how 
much time and money you have and what 
kind of activities you enjoy. 

 3  Look inwards and take control of your 
life so you can execute relentlessly. Z

STEPHANIE JOANNE SPEAKING AT OPTIMYZ LIVE.

Healthy lifestyles
HOW do families get healthy? This was the theme of the panel including Jan LaPierre, 

recreational therapist, joined Krista Leck, dietician with Bent Fork Nutrition and 
mother, and Stacy Chesnutt Stacy, distance runner and founder and head coach of Girls 
Gone Gazelle, a free all-girls run club, and founder of Sole Sisters Women’s Race.

Some highlights: A healthy lifestyle is contagious. When one family member starts exer-
cising and changing the way they eat, the rest of the family will follow the example. If your 
family resists these changes, be firm and push them to try a healthier lifestyle. Setting family 
goals builds self-confidence as a group. Doing things as a family builds a supportive feeling 
for children so that for the rest of their lives they will feel at ease trying new things. Z
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Serves: 4  Prep: 15mins  Cook Time: 45mins

Ingredients:
4 boneless, skinless chicken breast(s) 

or 
8       boneless, skinless chicken thighs
1 Tbsp/15mL oil 
1 Tbsp/15mL cumin seeds 
6 cloves  garlic, peeled 
1   onion(s), chopped  
1/2   jalapeño pepper, seeded 
1 cup/250mL chicken broth 
1 tsp/5mL  smoked paprika (dulce) 
1 tsp/5mL  oregano, dried 
1 tsp/5mL  cumin, ground
1 tsp/5mL  sugar
1Tbsp/15mL lime 
1   orange or red pepper, chopped
1/2 cup/125mL mint, fresh, chopped 

or 
1/2 cup/125mL cilantro, fresh, chopped

1. Trim any fat from chicken. Heat oil in a wide frying 
pan over medium heat. Add cumin seeds and stir 
frequently until they start to brown, about 3 mins. 
Push to the side of the pan. Add chicken and cook 
until golden tinged, about 3 mins a side.
2. Meanwhile chop the garlic and onion. Finely chop 
the jalapeno and add all after removing chicken from 
the pan. Stir often for 3 mins, then add broth. Return 
chicken to the pan and sprinkle with paprika, 
oregano, cumin and sugar. Grate lime peel over top. 
Slice lime in half and squeeze the juice over all. Stir in 
the pepper and turn the chicken. 
3. Cover and reduce heat to low. Simmer 15 mins. 
Turn chicken and stir vegetables. Continue 
simmering, uncovered, until chicken feels springy 
when pressed, about 15 more minutes or until 
internal temperature reaches 165°F (74°C). Stir in half 
the mint. Serve over rice and sprinkle with remaining 
mint. Covered and refrigerated, leftovers will keep 
well at least 2 days. 

Chicken, a good choice!
 Chickens are grain fed, primarily with corn, wheat 

and soybean.
 Chicken production in Canada prohibits the use 

of hormones or steroids.
 Chickens raised for meat in Nova Scotia roam 

freely in large, environmentally-controlled barns.
 Chickens always have access to feed and water to 

eat and drink when they choose.
 Chicken farmers follow On-Farm Food Safety and 

Animal Care Programs.

Now how often have 
you said you’re having 
a Peruvian dinner? This 
intriguingly seasoned 
one-dish dinner laced 
with lime, cumin and fresh mint is easy enough to 
do any night - and a far cry from a ho hum meal. 
Plus it’s low cal and shy on fat.  by Monda Rosenberg 

Easy Peruvian Chicken

ATLANTIC CANADA

Nature’s first superfood
Liquid Gold is made of extra virgin olive oil, said Bill McArthur. Some of the 
olive trees alive today were growing when Jesus walked by. The oil was used as 
a currency which funded armies. In The Odyssey, Homer called it “Liquid Gold.” 
It was Nature’s first superfood. Z

optimyz live

Live well, live long
YOU don’t know how long you 

will live, but you can improve 
your lifestyle to improve the odds 
of living long and living well, 
said David Holt, Editor in Chief 
of OptiMYz, citing his Norwegian 
uncle Teddy Abrahamsen who is 95 
and still plays golf and sails despite 
barely surviving a Nazi concentra-
tion camp when he was young.

Holt cited the OptiMYz Life 
quiz, available at OptiMYz.com, 
which allows you to score your 
habits in the areas of health, fit-
ness, nutrition, mind and life/
adventure. Key indicators for health include 
abstaining from smoking and too much alco-
hol, family medical history, and quality of 
digestion and sleep; air quality counts too. 
Fitness indicators include number of periods of 
moderate exercise per week, flexibility, aerobic 
capacity, body fat, balance and grip strength.

For nutrition, there’s amount of healthy 
fats, proteins and vegetables; minimizing 

nclude simple carbs and sugars; drinking enough 
water and taking supplements if needed. For 
mind, there’s having close friends including a 
sexual partner, as well as ways to release 
stress and a spiritual practice. Life/adventure 
indicators include time spent outdoors, hav-
ing a hobby, volunteering, travel, and 
opportunities for both personal growth and 
career advancement. Z

UNCLE TEDDY IN NORWAY (STARBOARD SIDE, LOOKING BACK AT CAMERA)



2015 FORESTER STANDARD FEATURES:
Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive  •  6-speed manual or Lineartronic® CVT (Continuously Variable 
Transmission) with paddle shifters and manual mode  •  X-Mode with Hill Descent Control (CVT only)  •  
Bluetooth® mobile phone connectivity (voice-activated)  •  Rear-view camera • Heated front seats with 
premium cloth upholstery

FULL-TIME SYMMETRICAL ALL-WHEEL 
DRIVE. BECAUSE YOU NEVER WANT 
OCCASIONAL TRACTION.

STARTING FROM $25,995
*

*Price is plus taxes & freight. See dealer for details.

JAPANESE ENGINEERED VEHICLES STANDARD WITH 3737 KEMPT ROAD
HALIFAX, NS

PH: (902) 982-3558 
www.steelesubaru.ca
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TOGETHER, 
WE TRAIN TO 
BEAT CANCER

JOIN TODAY!  

teamintraining.ca
(855) 331-5318

Join with your friends and share the  
experience of a lifetime. 

ATLANTIC CANADA

Pacing in pink
12 marathons in 12 months for  

breast cancer awareness. 

BY JENNIFER LEWANDOWSKI

AT age 32, I feel like the girl next door, assuming you live in 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. I’m an entrepreneur, writer, Ironman triath-
lete, closeted People reader, hater of diets and consulting editor with 

OptiMYz. I’m just like every other woman this age, except for one thing…

In the fall of 2014 I noticed a small lump 
in my breast. After multiple opinions, mam-
mograms and ultrasounds, I was diagnosed 
with LCIS; Lobular carcinoma “in situ.” LCIS 
is considered “Stage 0” breast cancer and is 
generally not considered life-threatening. 
Although it has carcinoma in the name, it 
really describes a growth of abnormal but 
non-invasive cells forming in the lobules. 

LCIS, however, may indicate a woman has an 
increased risk of developing breast cancer 
later in life.

Frustrated by how little information there 
was on how to deal with breast cancer as a 
young woman, I set out to make a change. I 
started Pacing in Pink, a physical and mental 
challenge that would cover 506.4 km in 365 
days, or 12 marathons in 12 months, all while 

raising funds for the Canadian Breast Cancer 
Foundation. These funds will help young 
women in their 20s and 30s learn more about 
breast health, how to perform self-exams 
properly and what to expect when you’re the 
only one in the mammography waiting room 
who was born in the ‘80s.

I started a blog to keep family and 
friends up-to-date on health and the mara-
thons. The blog is informative and funny and 
written in a language you won’t find in any 
medical textbooks. It’s relatable and easy to 
understand. It explains my diagnosis and how 
I am able to train and run as often as I do. It 
is meant to inspire people dealing with breast 
cancer and, hopefully, motivate the younger 
generations to know and understand how 
their bodies work by learning what is normal 
and abnormal. 

More than half (52%) of women diag-
nosed with breast cancer are between ages 50 
and 70. For women 30 to 49 years old, the risk 
of being diagnosed with any type of cancer 
is one in 500 (or 0.2%). While this risk is very 
low, about one third of cancers diagnosed in 
this age group will be breast cancer. In my 
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MAKE A FRIEND

We’re just a click away if you’re jonesing for more tips and advice on fitness, nutrition and healthy living.

Need more
Optimyz?

Friend usFollow us Watch usVisit us

optimyz.com

blog, I explain that if you detect breast cancer 
in the very early stages, it’s a whole differ-
ent ball game: “You can avoid chemotherapy, 
radiation and all the other stuff that makes 
breast cancer so grueling.”

The 12 marathons take place all over 
Canada. Since launching Pacing in Pink, over 
$2,000 has been raised for the Canadian 
Breast Cancer Foundation, but this is only the 
beginning. I’m healthy enough to take on 
this challenge and lucky enough to be the 
one who can draw a lot of attention to a 
serious cause. Z

M O R E  I N FO

To learn more about Pacing in Pink, the 12 
marathons and how you can donate, visit 
pacinginpink.com.

I started Pacing in Pink, a 
physical and mental challenge 
that would cover 506.4 km in 
365 days, or 12 marathons in 
12 months, all while raising 
funds for the Canadian Breast 
Cancer Foundation. 
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When it comes to reaching your fitness goals and seeing 
results, ditching all possible excuses is a great strategy to 
help you reach your goals.

The most common objection to starting and or continuing a 
regular fitness routine is likely time. Today’s lifestyles are on the 
go and high stress. Incorporating exercise into our busy days 
may sound impossible, but when you consider all the on-the-go 
options you have, it really becomes accessible.

Fitness Expert Stephanie Joanne shares her 5 favourite on the 
go exercise  tools so that you can incorporate fitness into your 
day literally anywhere and anytime:

Exercise Bands

These Bands are easy to pack and weigh virtually nothing. They 
stretch up to 3 times in length and can be used for hundreds of 
different exercises including lateral steps, leg extensions and 
shoulder stabilization exercises. When used in conjunction with 
other exercises, popular band sequences can help activate the 
core as well as prime movers, synergists and stabilizers in the 
hip and shoulder area.

Speed Jump Ropes

On those trips when there are no cardio machines around and 
weather is not cooperating, there are no excuses not to get your 
cardio in. Speed ropes are the perfect solution to pack along any 
trip away from home. You can get into incredible shape virtually 
anywhere. Did you know that working with a speed rope for 10 
minutes of jumping rope is equal to 30 minutes of jogging?

Power Gliding Discs

You really don’t know what you’re missing until you have given 
these Gliding Discs a try! Target your glutes and thighs and work 
your entire body with these small easy to pack discs. Great for 
multi-surface areas, these discs deliver constant resistance, 
adding intensity to your lunges, squats and upper-body 
workouts. Plus, with virtually every move, you'll engage your 
core, giving you amazing abs, glutes and thighs!

TRX Home Suspension Training Kit

TRX HOME gives you everything you need to build a 
better body at home – or on the go. The TRX HOME 
Kit allows you to get the results you want – on your 
schedule. Workout using just your body weight for a 
versatile and complete full-body workout that will 
increase flexibility and endurance.

Element Commercial Exercise Tubing

These Element tubing accessories are commercial 
grade- meaning they are ready for even the most 
intense workout. Lightweight, you can pack them into 
your carry on and rest assured you will be able to get 
a challenging workout regardless of where your 
travels take you. With strong and durable handles and 
available in 5 levels of resistance from 10-50 pounds.

Favorite Accessories for
Fitness-On-The-Go!

Stephanie Joanne is an ambassador
of The Treadmill Factory. To learn more
about Stef, please visit:
www.stephaniejoanne.com

For info on the featured products, and
for all your fitness equipment needs:

www.treadmillfactory.ca
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PAY IT FORWARD

Don’t fall for 

these 
weight  
loss 
myths 
Our society is obsessed with 

finding a quick fix for almost 

everything. Don’t be fooled. 

Success comes to those who 

learn, plan and stick with it.  

The results are worth it!
BY SARA LESLIE

central canada

STEPHANIE JOANNE knows a thing or two  
about weight loss. The keynote speaker at the 
2015 OptiMYz Live Health Expo, Joanne has spent 

the last 15 years building a career around her passion for 
health and fitness. Wearing bright purple sneakers and 
sleek fitness gear, she spoke to the audience about some 
of the more common weight loss myths. 
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CENTRAL CANADA

don’t fall for these weight loss myths

 Myth 1: I want to try  
 that quick fix 
“There are no quick fixes,” says Joanne. While 
most of us know that losing weight requires 
a commitment to both balanced eating and 
exercise, Joanne still has clients coming to her 
asking about “this whole eat a pineapple a 
day thing.” So why the abundance of fad diets 
and magic pills if we know the results won’t 
last? “Those things sell,” Joanne explains. “It’s 
important not to buy into the hype.” 

 Myth 2: I’ll just hire a  
 personal trainer 
While hiring a personal trainer can be a great 
resource in the quest to lose weight, get 
fit and feel great, Joanne knows that what 
works for her as a trainer might not work for 
a particular client. “Take it on like it’s your 
job to find the right experts who fit with you 
and your preferences. Ask yourself: What do I 
enjoy doing? What motivates me? What kind 
of time do I have?”

Plus, the best trainer in the world can’t 
help if you don’t make the personal com-
mitment to follow the program and do the 
work. She points out that it’s easy to follow 
the diet and exercise instructions of your 

trainer when they’re standing in the room 
with you, “but what about the other 168 
hours in the week?”

In addition to testing out different fit-
ness programs, she suggests keeping a food 
journal to monitor how you feel when you eat 
certain foods. “It’s the best way of finding a 
plan that you will be able to stick with.” If you 
do identify items that leave you feeling blah, 
don’t cut them all out at once. “Ease into it,” 
Joanne advises. “Pick one thing at a time, and 
focus on making that change a part of your 
usual routine.” 

Three simple rules

Stephanie Joanne recommends 
that beginners focus on a few of 
the basics:

1 Invest in yourself by using 
your most precious resource—

time. Make time to take care of 
yourself. Start with three days 
a week, and stick to it. On days 
when you feel too tired to work 
out, use the time to meditate or 
write in your journal. 

2 Recruit your largest muscle 
groups for the most effective 

warm up. Squats and lunges are 
both great options. 

3 Avoid eating a big meal 
before you exercise. You will 

end up burning the calories you 
just consumed, not the fat stores 
you’re trying to decrease. 

 Myth 3: Sit ups will 
 flatten my tummy 
You can’t pick and choose where your body 
stores fat. Whether your goal is to flatten your 
tummy or streamline your thighs, a reduction 
in overall body fat percentage is the first step 
to seeing a noticeable improvement. “In order 
to decrease body fat, you need to increase 
lean muscle mass,” explains Joanne. Which 
brings us to our next myth… 

 Myth 4: I feel fat. Time  
 to jump on the treadmil 
When it comes to exercise, a lot of people 
stress the importance of “sweating it out.” 
While cardio is important, muscle is meta-
bolically active, making resistance training 
the most effective way to burn calories. 
Joanne suggests a light warm up to get your 
heart pumping, followed by some targeted 
resistance training. “Your body will be in fat 
burning mode after the resistance workout, 
making it the best time to do cardio.”

 Myth 5: I should be  
 using a scale to  
 measure my progress 
The number on the scale tends to discourage 
people, making them less likely to stick with 
their fitness plan. Instead, train to get better 
at something or to learn a new skill. If you’re 
the type of person who needs a more concrete 
measure of your progress, base it on your 
energy level or the fit of your clothes.

Joanne also stresses that ups and downs 
are to be expected, even for those who have 
been exercising for years. “Don’t think that 
fitness people are always motivated,” she says. 
“We’re on the same up and down journey like 
everybody else. We’ve just gone through it 
enough times to know that when we’re down, 
it’s pretty easy to get back up.”

If you do find yourself getting discour-
aged or bored with your workout routine, 
switch it up. Instead of weightlifting, check 
out a kickboxing class. Or sit in on a few yoga 
sessions to learn some new relaxation tech-
niques. Schedule a session with a personal 
trainer to brainstorm some other ways to keep 
your workouts exciting. Z

The best trainer in the 
world can’t help if you don’t 
make the personal commit-
ment to follow the program 
and do the work.
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She also knows that maintaining form 
while exercising is a problem for many people. 
Go to any fitness facility and you will see peo-
ple performing rep after rep in a loose motion 
that does not allow them to get the most out 
of each exercise.

After hearing her clients voice their own 
concerns about keeping fit while traveling, 
Michaelson decided to create the Bring Your 
Own Band exercise program, an instructional 
booklet that uses Muscle Up mini bands to 
add resistance when training. The program 
is suitable for beginner, intermediate and 

advanced fitness levels, and the bands are 
cheap and portable so you can complete the 
exercises in the comfort of your hotel room. 
While B.Y.O.B. is a complete exercise program 
in itself, it also serves as a complement to 
your usual cardio routine.

The booklet contains specific workouts 
for each fitness level, complete with warm-up 
moves, exercise diagrams and the recom-
mended number of repetitions. Using one of 
four resistance levels, the band provides the 
opportunity to target specific muscle groups. 

There are three typical band positions: 

around the ankles, at the top of the shoe 
and above the knees. To start, Michaelson 
recommends placing the band around your 
ankles, making sure to maintain the tension 
in the band, and walking laterally across the 
floor. “Try to keep your feet straight and 
butt pressed back, in a slight squat posi-
tion,” she adds. 

You can increase the intensity of the 
exercise by either upping the resistance 
level or switching the position of the band. 
Using two bands at once also increase the 
intensity of the exercise while helping to 
perfect your form.

For example, when performing a squat, 
Michaelson says her clients often struggle 
to keep their knees and hips in alignment. 
Maintaining tension in a band at your 
ankles and another above the knees will 
prevent your knees from turning inward, 
keeping you in the proper alignment for 
maximum results. 

While research suggests that 11am 
and 4pm are the best times to work out, 
Michaelson suggests fitting it in when you 
can. “If you wait for the perfect time, it might 
never get done.” 

She also notes that it’s important to get 
your blood flowing before beginning any kind 
of resistance exercise. When staying at a hotel, 
request a room on a higher floor. Before you 
begin your B.Y.O.B. workout, climb the stairs 
a few times to get your heart pumping. Then 

slip on the bands and start your resistance 
workout. “Even if you just pick just three or 
four exercises a day, it’s a way of staying fit,” 
says Michaelson.

Problem areas
While problem areas tend to differ for men 
and women, the B.Y.O.B. program offers 
solutions for both. “The two most common 
requests I get from women are exercises 
to tighten their butt or inner thighs,” says 
Michaelson. For these areas, she recommends 
the Bridge (designed to tone the muscles in 
your glutes) as well as The Clam (which spe-
cifically targets your inner and outer thighs.) 
“Just keep it nice and slow, so you maintain 
the tension,” she says. 

For those looking for more of an upper 
body workout, the program offers fabulous 
exercises for arms and shoulders as well as 
the back and chest. For example, Mountain 
Climber targets your core, shoulders and arms 
while Scapula Squeeze will strengthen and 
tone your upper back muscles.

Exercises targeting biceps and triceps typi-
cally use a smaller range of motion than those 
targeting the rest of the upper body. To maxi-
mize results, Michaelson recommends using a 
higher resistance band when performing the 
Biceps Curl or Triceps Pushdown. Z

Travel light
Mini-bands are compact, versatile and a great way to work 

out on the road—or at home.  

BY SARA LESLIE

FRANCES MICHAELSON travels extensively as president of Muscle 
Up Canada, a Quebec-based company providing exercise equipment 
for fitness clubs, studios and individual use. “As someone who travels 

extensively, I know it can it can be a challenge to keep committed to your 
exercise routine while on the road,” explains Michaelson, certified personal 
trainer and naturopath. 

The program is suitable for 
beginner, intermediate and 
advanced fitness levels.

CENTRAL CANADA
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BOOK REVIEW: UNSHAKABLE TO THE CORE BY JOSCELYN DUFFY

Picking up  
the pieces
When your life is threatened you can find ways 

to heal by embracing adversity.
BY JENNIFER LEWANDOWSKI

TO embrace life in its entirety means that we inevitably face and 
overcome challenge; though every hardship comes hand in hand 
with an underlying opportunity to unveil our true strength and 

wisdom. In even the toughest of times, we each have within us what we 
need to overcome and grow. How we face the circumstances of our lives 
is ultimately about choice. While never easy, adversity has the potential 
to be a powerful catalyst for new perspective and positive change. 
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picking up the pieces

Unshakable to the Core by Joscelyn Duffy 
will inspire you with the heartfelt story of 
a young woman faced with a severe illness. 
Where do you turn and how do you react 
when everything you knew in life was seem-
ingly swept away from you in an instant, and 
you come face to face with a debilitating and 
life-threatening illness? How do you redis-
cover calm within the chaos and live joyfully 
in the moment?

For Joscelyn Duffy, the answer was to 
turn within and embrace every facet of the 
biggest challenge of her life. What unfolds 
is a portrayal of the limitless potential that 

emerges when we trust in our unshakable 
inner strength and wisdom. It is a force that 
burns endlessly within each of us, guiding us 
to full healing. This book provides the prin-
ciples and personal anecdotes to unleash it 
within yourself. 

If you feel overwhelmed by your cir-
cumstances, this book is for you. Step into 
a place where there lies an ally within every 
adversity, and you unveil your limitless 
potential to heal. 

About Joscelyn 
Joscelyn Duffy is a writer, ghostwriter and 
motivational speaker. As a former financial 
educator for Fortune 500 companies, her 
path has been grounded in a passion for 
identifying and communicating simplicity 
amidst chaos and flux. That same awareness 
and skill became her foundation for healing 
from lengthy illness. Fusing her life journey 
with her strengths as a writer and speaker, 
Joscelyn offers powerful principles and per-

EBOOK | PAGES: 104 | PRICE: $8.95

Excerpt from Unshakable  
to the Core: 
Falling ill with lupus nephritis was easily 

encapsulated in a simple analogy: The 

entire journey was much like unexpect-

edly receiving a package containing the 

parts of a thousand-piece puzzle. I had 

not expected it to come my way, and I 

most definitely did not expect a chal-

lenge so complex. 

At first, I was uncertain whether I had 

the skills and patience to work through 

such a huge puzzle and put everything 

back together. It took much longer than 

expected to get through it, pursuing as 

my energy and insight allowed. There were 

times when a piece didn’t seem to fit and 

I had to ask for the assistance of others. 

There were also times when I would be 

flooded with intuitive guidance and sever-

al pieces would effortlessly fall into place. 

With the help of those assisting, I made 

progress organically over time. 

Piece by piece, the puzzle fell into 

place. I had no idea what to expect when 

lupus was thrust upon me, though I sat 

in amazement of the final picture. It 

seemed as though everything was meant 

to fall apart and be handed to me, so 

that I may reconstruct the pieces into an 

image of unimaginable proportions. It was 

like emerging from the eye of the storm 

once everything had calmed and realizing 

that all along, I had within the wisdom, 

knowledge, strength and intuition to work 

through even the most challenging of 

circumstances. I was the simplicity and joy, 

compassion and understanding, calm and 

inspired action in a myriad of chaos. It is 

who I am. It is my Unshakable Core.

M O R E  I N FO

 » amazon.com/author/joscelynduuffy 

 » joscelynduffy.com/books 

What unfolds is a portrayal 
of the limitless potential 
that emerges when we 
trust in our unshakable 
inner strength and 
wisdom. It is a force that 
burns endlessly within 
each of us, guiding us to 
full healing.

spectives to discover calm, clarity and 
confidence in any circumstance. Her clients 
include internationally acclaimed award-
winning speakers and visionaries, and her 
writing and stage presence is inspiring 
thousands. Z

AUTHOR JOSCELYN DUFFY
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2015: Year of the shoe
Nothing is more complicated than your foot.  

Here’s the latest news for runners.

BY STAFF

RUNNING shoes are like bicycles and space stations—they contain 
some of the most sophisticated engineering around. All in the quest 
for the perfect support for that oddest and most variable piece of 

evolutionary engineering—the human foot. Here’s a grab bag of reports from 
experts, trendwatchers and the merely curious.

Big is back
While minimalist shoes are popular, their 
opposites are gaining traction too. Leo 
Manzano, an Olympic medalist in the 1,500 
meters, runs in the most popular maximalist 
shoe brand, Hoka One One, which has double 
the cushioning of standard running shoes. 
Manzano said his plantar fasciitis disappeared 
just a week after he tried the shoes. Manzano 
is now sponsored by Hoka. “When I first 
saw them, because they’re so big, I thought 

Inov-8 Ultra 270: Best trail 

running shoe

Adidas Ultraboost: Best 

running shoe

Look it up

Top 10 running shoe brands 
based on Google search volume 
[December 2014 estimated month-
ly search volumes]

Nike 165,000 

Brooks 33,100 

Adidas 33,100 

Asics 33,100 

Mizuno 18,100 

New Balance 18,100 

Newton 18,100 

Reebok 9,900 

Puma 8,100 

Under Armour 600 

SOURCE: CRAIG PAYNE, DECEMBER 16, 
2014 IN RUNNING SHOES

Expert advice
Best running shoes 2015—rated by T3, 
the Gadget website

1. Adidas Ultraboost
2. Saucony Triumph ISO
3. Addidas Energy Boost 2

Best trail running shoes—rated by T3
1. Inov-8 Ultra 270
2. Merrell Allout Charge
3. Vivobarefoot Trail Freak

LIFT

Ad
run

they’d be heavy. But they’re incredibly light. 
My legs felt really fresh after a long run in 
them. It’s like running on a cloud.” SOURCE: 

NEW YORK TIMES

Runners know stuff
One of the biggest differences in recent years, 
retailers concur, is that is the trends are so 
much more customer-driven. With a lot more 
information about footwear, biomechanical 
studies and other information available on the 
Internet, customers walk into stores much 
more informed, says Jon Beck, co-owner of 
Red Coyote Running and Fitness in Oklahoma 
City. Z  SOURCE: RUNNING.COMPETITOR.COM
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Tired of the same old routine of not getting 
anywhere with your fitness goals?

Our elite team of industry experts works with you as if you 

with our proven sports conditioning programs in our state   
of the art training facility. 
You don’t have to be a pro to shed those pounds, perfect that 
swing or master that mile. 
Whatever your goal, you can achieve your edge with us!
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the challenge

Tips to kickstart the season 
Start slow. Build new habits. You will be healthy for a lifetime.

BY GLENN FALTENHINE

EVERY spring, many of us decide that 
this will be the year that we get 
healthier. Maybe it is exercising more 

or maybe you have some weight to lose. 
No matter what the goal, when it comes to 
health, success lies in consistency. “If you 
always do what you’ve always done, you’ll 
always get what you’ve always got,” said 
Henry Ford. Pretty simple.

We have to change what we are doing in 
order to change our health. And we must keep 
up with our new habits in order to keep our 
improved health. Let’s keep it simple. We must 
make changes that we can keep up forever. 
Health is all about lifestyle. Here we go:

 1  Whatever goals you set should be 
simple and attainable. This way you can 
reach them easily and then move on. Working 
on just a couple things at a time makes it 
easier to succeed and that makes it easier to 
become a habit. 

 2  Start with nutrition. First, give up all 
processed sugar. That means anything that has 
white or brown sugar added to it. You can still 
have some natural sugars like honey, maple 
syrup or fruit. However, a future goal will be 
to minimize all sugar. You will not believe the 
change it will make to both your body and 
your mind. Next, make water your main bev-
erage, say two litres per day. Start with 500ml 
and then a week later up to one liter, and 
so on. This will not only improve your inside 
health but you will love your skin and your 
new youthful appearance. 

 3  Exercise more. You knew this one 
was going to be here. If you do nothing, start 
with walking. Go a little further every day. Put 
your favorite music on your phone. You will 
be amazed how the time and distance will fly 
by. There is a new saying: “Sitting is the new 
smoking.” You also need to start lifting some-
thing. You have muscle on that body but if 

you don’t use it you will lose it. So start with 
bodyweight exercises and move up to light 
weights. Youtube is a wonderful resource and 
you will find lots of great videos to help you 
start. Resistance training is also the only way 
to maintain and increase your bone density. 

 4  Sleep more. You have no idea how 
important this one is. If you watch TV at 
night, cut it off an hour earlier and go to bed. 
If you have trouble sleeping, find help. There 
are wonderful people out there who can help 
you figure this out. 

 5  Finally, spend more time 
exploring. A hike in a local park. A pond 
where you can skate and hear nothing but 

nature. A new coffee shop with the sounds of 
chatting and laughing. A running group that 
is going to have fun all year and then go to 
Disney together and run in the sun. Go a little 
outside your comfort zone and see what the 
world has to offer. 

Make the changes simple so that they 
naturally become habits. This is about life and 
living it to its fullest. Z

health and nutrition. He is the co-founder 

of HealthyHFX, a blog to help educate and 

motivate you to live a realistic healthy lifestyle. 

healthyhfx.com

“If you always do what you’ve always done, 
you’ll always get what you’ve always got.” 
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mind coach

Visualizing success 
Visualization, imagery, mental rehearsal: Helpful tools  

for the weekend warrior.

BY DR. CONNIE WANLIN ED.D. R. PSYCH

VISUALIZATION, imagery, mental 
rehearsal: These words are often tossed 
around in sport today. But what do 

they mean?
Visualization is the mental skill of see-

ing oneself perform a task or activity. Some 
people see themselves performing the activity 
as if they are actually doing it. This is called 
internal visualization. Others see themselves 
doing the activity as if they are watching a 
video of themselves. This is called external 
visualization. 

Imagery, on the other hand, represents a 
broader experience often encompassing kinet-
ic feelings (sounds, smell, touch, etc). Imagery 
is the process of creating a mental image or 
intention of what you want to experience. 
Research has found that multi-sensory kinetic 
imagery tends to have a greater impact on 
physical performance. 

Mental rehearsal is more specific and 
refers to the process of practicing a skill or 
reviewing an event in your mind. These tech-
niques may cultivate not only a competitive 
edge, but can also create renewed mental 
awareness, general well-being and enhanced 
self-confidence.

Whether you are an elite athlete or enter-
ing your first race, visualization, imagery, and 
mental rehearsal can be a helpful tools. Here 
are some ways to make this skill work for you:

Training
Imagery can be a great supplement to regu-
lar training and a tool to overcome training 
challenges. Use your imagination to take your 
mind somewhere else when you are feeling 
fatigued. For example, it’s amazing how day-
dreaming can help you through a long run. If 
you are feeling tight, then you can imagine 
feeling more relaxed as your body and your 
muscles stretch longer with each stride. 

Preparation for competition
Learning as much as you can about a race or 
athletic event is a key part of preparation. If 
you are training for a race, take a look at the 
race map and make time to run the actual 
race course at least once in real time. Make 
a list of key challenges you foresee—hills, 
temperature, fatigue. Feel and anticipate your 
body reacting to the challenges as they come.

Technique
Becoming accomplished in anything is all 
about practice. Imagery is another tool to 
allow you to practice and refine a specific skill. 
Practicing the movement while imaging it can 
aid in the kinetic response and strengthen the 
muscle and neural memory. 

Motivation
If you find yourself in a rut and do not feeling 
like training, take a moment and see yourself 
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achieving your goal. Imagine making it to the 
finish line, seeing the time you want on the 
clock and pumping your fist in the air! 

Injury
Imagery work can be an excellent tool to keep 
yourself “in the game” and facilitate healing 
and recovery. Use your imagination to see into 
your injured body. Imagine that you can mend 
the wounded area. Research has found that 
when you use multi-sensory imagery, muscles 
and neural pathways are triggered in a way 
similar to actual training. Z

Connie Wanlin, Ed. D.is a Registered 

Psychologist based in Halifax, NS. With 

extensive training in the area of sport, exercise 

and health psychology, she takes a holistic, 

solution-focused approach to therapy and 

works collaboratively with clients to reach their 

therapeutic goals. 

Imagery is the process of creating a mental image or 
intention of what you want to experience. 
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Don’t let bad pain slow you down. It takes strength, heart, discipline, and sometimes a little more. Because when 

you are pushing to that next level, your body wants to push back in the form of stiffness and being tired. That's why 

I recommend SierraSil® products. 

For me and thousands of Canadians, it reduces that push back, 

so you can SHRED™ it, baby! 

Find SierraSil at your favourite health 

food store, select pharmacies or 

online at www.sierrasil.com.

And check out Geroy Simon 

and I talking about SierraSil on 

Youtube! Just search: 

“TommySierraSil”
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